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THE EFFECT OF THE LANGUAGE OF THE TEST

ON STUDENTS' PERFORMANCE IN MATHEMATICS

OngSawLan

School of Educational Studies

Universiti Sains Malaysia

Assessment of content areas such as science and mathematics

in second language raises the issue of validity. Stansfield

(1996) suggested the way to remove the language barriers

posed by tests written in the English language is to test the

content of the assessment in the students' native language. The

aim of this paper is to examine the effect of using Malay (native

language) test items on students' mathematics performance.

A comparison of item difficulty is also carried out to investigate

the effect of language used on test characteristics. Based on

the Item Response Theory item difficulty indices, six of the

mathematics test items seem to be easier in English. However,

three items in Malay were found to be easier than the English

mathematics items. The results obtained from the item

characteristic curves or ICCs were slightly different from that

of the difficulty indices. Six of the mathematics items in Malay

were shown to have higher probability of answering correct

for all abilities group. Overall comparison using the mean test

score also indicate that the Malay version of the mathematics

test is slightly better than the English version.

Language Policy in the Malaysian Education System

The Malaysian government has given emphasis and special priority in

the improvement of school science and math programs. Realizing the

importance of the English language in the advancement of knowledge for

cience and mathematics, the government announced in 2002 a policy that

uses English as the language of instruction in the teaching and learning of

cience, mathematics and technology subjects for the national education

ystem. This policy was carried out in stages, starting in 2003 for the Year

1 (grade 1) at the primary level, Form One (grade 7) at the secondary level,

and Lower Six (grade 11) at the post-secondary level. The other subjects

of Humanities and Arts continue to be taught in Malay language for all

national secondary schools.
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Language of Instruction and Language of Assessment in

Science and Mathematics

The current national education system comprises six years of primary

schooling (grades 1 to 6), five years of secondary schooling (grades 7 to

11), and two years of post secondary schooling (grades 12 & 13). For

national unity, Malay language is the national language and medium of

instruction. English is a compulsory subject in both primary and secondary

schools. To meet the needs of multi-ethnic groups in the population, Mandarin

or Tamil is also used as medium of instruction at primary levels. There are

three major types of national primary schools in the country to meet the

aspirations of the ethnic groups: (1) National (Malay) Primary Schools,

(2) National- Type (Chinese) Primary Schools and (3) National-Type (Tamil)

Primary Schools. At the secondary level, the primary language of instruction

is Malay for the national secondary schools (Kee, 2007).

The primary and secondary levels follow a national curriculum that

prepare Malaysian children for three high-stake, common public

examinations: (1) the Primary School Assessment Test, (2) the Lower

Secondary School Assessment (LSSA), and (3) the Malaysian Certificate

of Education.

To address the effective implementation of the above policy, the English

Language Teaching Center (ELTC) developed the "English for the Teaching

of Mathematics and Science subjects Workshop" (ETeMS) to facilitate the

training of Mathematics and Science teachers. In a study to look at the

implementation of this policy, Kee (2007) looked at the teaching-learning

processes in the Mathematics and Science classrooms and found that

teachers mix Malay or Mandarin into English or alternate between the two

languages to facilitate students' comprehension of the concepts. Kee has

the opinion that the use of code switching and code mixing may be due to

teachers who are incompetent and are unable to speak English or pronounce

terminologies correctly. Similar concern has been raised by parents at the

initial stage of this policy when incompetent teachers mixed native languages

(Malay, Mandarin or Tamil) with English or alternating between native

languages and English in the classroom (the New Straight Times, 2003).

Teachers' ability to transfer the cognitive demands of the contents is

questioned when they are not competent in the English language.
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Content Assessment in Second Language .

In a survey conducted by Long (2005) regarding the change in language

policy for science and mathematics, she found that 60% of Mathematics

and Science teachers said they are not fluent in the English language while

only 45% are comfortable in using English to teach. As for the students,

non-Malay students (Chinese and Indians) in urban areas preferred learning

Mathematics and Science in English while their rural Malay counterparts

were not enthusiastic in the use of the English language.

From 2003, the mathematics and science subjects were tested in

bilingual test booklet to help candidates in understanding the test items during

the transition period of the policy. The Malaysian Examination Syndicate

(MES) was given the task in the development, production and administration

of bilingual assessment (Samad, 2003). The bilingual tests presented the

test items in the Malay language side by side with the English version.

According to the Ministry of Education, the assessment instruments will be

totally in English by 2008.

Assessment of content areas such as science and mathematics in

second language raises the issue of validity. To overcome this problem, the

MES prepared all paper-and-pencil assessment of mathematics, science,

technical and technology subjects for the national public examinations in

dual-language since 2003. The MES hoped that by putting the Malay items

side by side with the English version, examinees will be able to understand

these questions better.

A survey conducted by the MES found that despite learning science

and mathematics in English for three years, only 33% of the science

candidates and 27% of the mathematics candidates used English when

answering the Lower Secondary School Assessment examination questions.

Most of the candidates preferred to answer in either Malay or a mixture of

both languages (The Star, 2005). Those who answer in Malay however

used the mathematics and scientific terms in English as they are familiar

with the terminologies after having studied both subjects in English for three

years. Students in urban areas indicated that they preferred the use of

English in the test. Prior to 2008, students continued to have the option to

answer either in English or Malay or a mixture of both. By 2008, the

Ministry of Education (MoE) will make a decision regarding the use of

English only as the language of assessment for science and mathematics.

The Effect of the Language of the Test on
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Literature on Problems and Issues of

Testing in Second Language

Prior to making any decision about this issue, the MoE may need to heed

the advice on language issues that are fundamental to exemplary mathematics

teaching and assessment. Lager (2006) warned that without a strong

command of both everyday language and specialized mathematical language

in English, students cannot fully access the mathematics content of the

text, lesson, or assessment item.

The purpose of testing should be to obtain information that will be useful

for making instructional decisions and determining the extent of student

progress in the curriculum of the school (State of Iowa, DoE, 2007). For

examinees to demonstrate the knowledge and ability in any subject-matter,

the majority of assessment procedures is dependent on the ability to read

and answer questions (Goldsmith, 2003). Abedi (2006) noted that the learning

and assessment of English Language Learner (ELL) may be inhibited by

their weak foundation in English and the linguistic complexity. Language

ability is not the intended construct in assessing mathematics and can

adversely affect the reliability and validity of such content area assessment.

The impact of the language factor among ELLs was even more acute

for mathematical items that were linguistically packed such as mathematical

word problem items (Dolan, Murray & Strangman, 2006; Anderson, 2007).

As a solution for ELL, Stansfield (1996) suggested the way to remove the

language barriers posed by tests written in the English language is to test

the content of the assessment in the students' native language.

During the transition period of the language policy, bilingual assessments

would be administered. By 2008, the MoE may decide on the use of English

as the language of assessment since it is the language of instruction for all

levels of education for Mathematics, Science, Technical and Technology

subjects. The question arises as to whether English should be considered

as the appropriate language of assessment for these subjects, or if there is

a need to continue with the use of the Malay language. According to Abedi

(2006), translating test items from English to other languages may not help

the ELL if the language of instruction is English. Lord (2004) has the same

opinion and believed that items translated to the native language may confuse

students who had learnt the concepts in the English language as they may

not be familiar with the terminologies used.
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Test Accommodation Using Dual-Language Test Booklets

Presently, all the students participating in the Malaysian national level

mathematics and science tests at grades 6, 9 and 11 are given the dual-

language test booklets .. No effort of any form has been carried out to

identify students as non-English proficient, limited English proficient or

English proficient when accommodation is being administered.

Students who are non-English proficient but proficient in the Malay

language may use the dual-language test booklet to reduce the effect of

English language deficit that would interfere with their achievement in

mathematics. In the case of students who are not proficient on both English

.anguage as well as the native language, accommodation with the use of

al-language test booklets may not be appropriate in determining students'

hievement in mathematics. They should be given the opportunity to engage

in the test with alternative accommodations to allow them the opportunity

- demonstrate their knowledge and abilities on what is being tested.

Decisions about alternative accommodations for assessment may be

ssary with the use of data on the student's level of language proficiency

English. Accommodations should only be used to reduce the effect of the

dent's English language deficits that would interfere with obtaining

urate information about the student's achievement. Alternatives such

_ multiple measures or formats, (use of objective items, short response

) may be made available to better assess students who lack linguistic

ciency,

ill alaysia, bilingual test booklet has been used to address the language

r in national level mathematics assessment. However, literature is

g in showing how language proficiency in English and Malay language

assessments. Due to this, the aim of this paper is to compare the

of using Malay (the primary language of instruction) and English

guage of instruction) on students' mathematics performance.

o questions that will be addressed in this study are as follows:

1. Does test language affect performance on mathematics

achievement?

Does language used affect the difficulty of mathematics test

items?

':-re"E.;:;mGj--· e Language a/the Test an

~=:s. Perfarmance in Mathematics
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Method

This study uses the single group design; that is the same examinees are

administered the mathematics test in both Malay and English.

The 2005 LSSA mathematics test was used for data collection. This

paper-and-pencil test is available in dual-language, Malay and English as

prepared by the MES. The two language versions ofthe test utilize similar

mathematics items. The MES has prepared these items in one test booklet,

with the Malay items on the left-hand side and the English items on the

right-hand side of the booklet. All items selected in this study are multiple-

choice format. Numerical values in these questions were modified so as to

reduce student familiarity with test question as schools have access to the

previous year's test questions.

An example of an item that has been modified is as follows:

The original English version is:

Find the lowest common multiple (LCM) of 8, 12 and 15

A 30

B 60

C 120

D 240

The modified item is:

Find the lowest common multiple (LCM) of 3,8 and 16

A 32

B 48

C 128

D 242

Altogether there were 40 items covering topics on numbers, algebra,

measurement, geometry, and statistics. Details of the items according to

the topics are as shown in Table 1.

The dual-language mathematics test booklet was separated into two

booklets; the first one with only the Malay version and the second booklet

consists of the English test items. Adopting the single group design, all

6 The Effect of the Language of the Test on
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Table 1

Test Item Number(s) in Each Topic of the

Mathematics Test

Mathematics Topics Item Number

Whole Number

Factor

Perce ntaq e

Basic measurement

Angles and lines

Polygon

Perimeter and area

Solids and volume

Linear equation

Geometry construction

Pythagora s Theorem

Ratio and rate

Coordinate

Two dime nsion s Locus

Circle

Transformation

Statistic

Linear non-eq uality

Graph Functions

5,37

1,2,3,4

6

39

11,13,15

7, 10, 14

16, 17,23

18,19

29

8

9

31,35

28,30

12

20,21,22,24,40

25

26,32,34,36

27

33,38

students were administered the Malay version of the mathematics test first.

Three weeks later, the English version of the mathematics test was

administered again to the 505 Form Four (grade 10) students from four

schools in the district of Larut Matang and Selama, Perak. All students

involved in this study were regarded as proficient in both the Malay and

English languages as identified by the District Education Office.

Data Analysis

Students' performance in the mathematics achievement test was

determined by computing their raw score obtained in answering the items

correctly. For each student, two scores were obtained. One for the Malay

mathematics test and another score for the English mathematics test. The

difference in performance was compared using the score distribution for

the two versions of the test.

The Effect of the Language of the Test on

Students' Performance in Mathematics
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Item difficulties were computed on each item for the different language

versions. This helped to determine the effect of language on the difficulty

of test items. The difficulty of test items were compared using the difficulty

index of the test item calibrated using the computer program WINSTEPS

which is based on the Rasch model. The difference in difficulty index

between the Malay item and that of the English item is significant if t 1.96

(p=.05). In addition, test item difficulty using percentage correct was also

computed.

The item difficulties were also compared by drawing each item

characteristic curve (ICC) which represents the probability of answering

each item correctly in a graphical form. ICCs for the English and Malay

versions were plotted on the same axis to compare the differential probability

of giving the right response for all ability groups. The area between these

two ICCs differ by more than 0.20 units showing significant difference in

the two language versions of test items (Raju, 1990).

Results

Table 2 shows the item difficulty, b, analysed using WINSTEPS, for

the mathematics tests in English and Malay. Six of the mathematics test

items (Item 6,9; 18,20,23, and 25) seem to be easier in English compared

to the Malay version of the mathematics test. Only three items (Item 13,

32, and 33) are easier when tested in Malay. For the rest of the 31 items,

Table 2

Item Difficulty Using Rasch Model for English Version and

Malay Version

Item No. Favor

6

9
13

18

20

23

25

32

33

b R

English

.74

-2.28

1.43

.07

.12

-.18

1.13

.33
2.49

b F

Malay

1.12

-1.59

.96

.55

.58

.30

1.70

-.61

2.12

T

-2.32*

-2.10*

2.99*

-2.78*

-2.72*

-2.65*

-3.67*

4.94*

2.32*

df

927

934

938

935

938

935

936

933

929

E

E

M

E

E

E

E

M

M

* p = .05
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Table 3

Percentage Correct for English (E) and Malay (M)

Item No. p(E) p(M) Item No. p(E) p(M)

1 0.95 0.96 21 0.63 0.66

2 0.94 0.94 22 0.81 0.83

3 0.96 0.97 23 0.81 0.78

4 0.75 0.76 24 0.72 0.72

5 0.97 0.98 25 0.63 0.56

6 0.68 0.65 26 0.73 0.79
7 0.78 0.78 27 0.78 0.79

8 0.86 0.87 28 0.74 0.74

9 0.96 0.94 29 0.63 0.68

10 0.94 0.96 30 0.67 0.71

11 0.91 0.94 31 0.91 0.93

12 0.77 0.82 32 0.74 0.88
13 0.58 0.68 33 0.39 0.49

14 0.76 0.83 34 0.65 0.73

15 0.72 0.74 35 0.65 0.68

16 0.88 0.89 36 0.86 0.89

17 0.83 0.85 37 0.66 0.72

18 0.78 0.74 38 0.71 0.73

19 0.67 0.69 39 0.71 0.77

20 0.78 0.74 40 0.71 0.72

The Effect of the Language of the Test on 9
Students' Performance in Mathematics
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there are no significant differences whether the items are administered in

Malay or in English (Appendix A).

As shown in Table 3, analysis ofthe percentage correct using classical

test theory again showed that items 13,32, and 33 appear to be easier in

Malay. However, only item 25 seemed to be easier in English.

The results obtained from the Item Characteristic Curves (ICCs) were

slightly different from that of the difficulty indices. Six of the mathematics

items in Malay (items 11, 12, 13, 14,26 and 32) were shown to have higher

probability of answering correct for all abilities group. The difference

between the areas of these two characteristics were especially noticeable

for item 32. Six items (items 6, 9, 18,20,23 and 25) were also found to

have higher probabilities of success when they are presented in the English

language.

All six items that were identified easier based on the difficulty indices

were also shown to have higher probability of being correctly answered by
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English
Malay

30.569
31.544

7.616
7.146

0.339
0.318

the students. However, only two (items 13 and 32) out of the three items

identified as easier were shown to have a higher probability of answering

them correct.

The mean test score for the Malay version of the mathematics test is

slightly higher than the English version as shown in Table 4.

The correlation between students' performance on the two language

versions of the mathematics test is relatively high, 0.799. A comparison of

Table 4

Mean Score for the English and Malay Version

of Mathematics Tests

Mathematics Tests Mean so S.E.M.

students' performance in the two language versions of the test using paired-

sample t-test showed that the difference is significant, t = -4.652 (p=.05).

This means that most students performed better in the Malay version of the

mathematics test.

Conclusion and Discussions

The higher performance in the Malay version of the mathematics test

shows the need to continue administering mathematics test in the primary

language of instruction. Data from both the difficulty indices and ICCs

also supported the need to continue administering nationwide mathematics

assessment to Malaysian students in dual-language booklet. This may

improve validity and help to ensure equitable assessment of all students.

Nonetheless, the use of dual-language accommodation may be giving unfair

advantage to those who benefited from this accommodation. Students

who are English proficient as well as proficient in Malay language will

benefit more than their counterparts who are non-English proficient and

non-Malay proficient. Research findings are needed to inform policy makers

about appropriate accommodation of students who are either non-English

proficient or non-native language proficient or both on assessing

mathematics. A change of approach for future accommodation strategies

12 The Effect of the Language of the Test on
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is needed for this group of students to benefit from the appropriate

accommodations.

In an attempt to achieve a valid assessment of students' mathematical

abilities, other suitable test accommodations can be recommended such as

language simplification or providing extra testing time. Investigating the

role of each type of test accommodation in creating a fair measure of

students' abilities in mathematics is necessary.

The current practice of implementing standardized mathematics tests

to all students, in a language which some of the students have yet to master,

may produce invalid results and do not provide information on the

mathematics abilities that are being tested. The waste of public monies to

pay for testing in bilingual booklets may raise the question of accountability

by the MES. It is recommended that academic language proficiency

assessments should be conducted to help gauge student readiness for

instruction and mathematics testing in English. The practice of making

students take a test in a language that they are not familiar will impact

negatively on their emotions as well as his/her education well being. Students

and their parents may interpret their poor performance as a true reflection

of their mathematical abilities.

Another issue that needs attention is the scoring practice that allows

students to answer either in English or Malay language. Steps need to be

taken to enhance inter-rater reliability in scoring responses of students in

different language versions.

Recommendations

On the issue of ensuring fair assessment of mathematics ability of

students, it is important to determine that students have the requisite language

skills for taking mathematics test in English. Measure of both English

language development and content knowledge of students need to be done

simultaneously. This may help to predict students' readiness to perform in

the content area.

The Effect of the Language of the Test on

Students' Performance in Mathematics
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Appendix A

Comparing item difficulty in English version and Malay version

item b b
R F

No. English Malay t df Favor

6 0.74 1.12 -2.32' 927 E

9 -2.28 -1.59 -2.10' 934 E

13 1.43 0.96 2.99' 938 M

18 0.07 0.55 -2.78' 935 E

20 0.12 0.58 -2.72' 938 E

23 -0.18 0.3 -2.65' 935 E

25 1.13 1.7 -3.67* 936 E

32 0.33 -0.61 4.94' 933 M

33 2.49 2.12 2.32' 929 M

1 -1.86 -1.99 0.39 939
2 -1.65 -1.57 -0.3 941

3 -2.23 -2.35 0.31 941

4 0.31 0'.46 -0.86 938

5 -2.58 -2.61 0.05 941

7 0.14 0.26 -0.67 938
8 -0.54 -0.61 -0.34 936

10 -1.73 -1.85 0.38 940

11 -.1.12 -1.49 1.02 941

12 0.16 -0.09 1.39 935

14 0.21 -0.1 . 1.77 935

15 0.52 0.6 -0.49 937
16 -0.77 -0.69 -0.4 940
17 -0.3 -0.27 -0.13 940
19 0.84 0.84 -0.02 931

21 1.08 1.12 -0.22 936

22 -0.16 0.16 0 939

24 0.56 0.73 -1.02 937

26 0.45 0.19 1.55 932

27 0.13 0.21 -0.51 936

28 0.35 0.55 -1.2 935
29 .1.04 0.98 0.39 926

30 0.81 0.75 0.36 930
31 -1.24 -1.45 0.8 934
34 0.93 0.62 1.86 933

35 0.9 0.95 -0.32 930

36 -0.58 -0.81 1.06 936
37 0.91 0.72 1.17 933
38 .. 0.59 0.65 -0.41 935
39 0.55 0.32 1.36 932
4U U.01 U. { -1.14 ~jU
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READING COMPETENCIES IN THE

PRIMARY AND INTERMEDIATE LEVELS

AS PREDICTORS OFAPTITUDE

FORIDGHSCHOOL

Reading is a fundamental literacy that affects elementary stu-

dents' readiness for succeeding academic tasks. Based on the

assumption that reading ability makes gainful contributions to

students' academic performance, as well as its relevant thrust to

the Basic Education Sector Reform Agenda (BESRA) of the De-

partment of Education, a predictive-retrospective quantitative

design was employed in determining the predictive utility of read-

ing competencies in each grade level from Grade 3 to Grade 6

on students' reading performance in the same grade level. The

effects of these competencies as well as of general reading

performance on their scholastic aptitude for high school work

was also determined. Standard regression reported that elemen-

tary students' competence in vocabulary, comprehension, and

study aids each predicted their overall reading performance.

Only their reading performance in Grade 4 and Grade 6 pre-

dicted their readiness for high school work. In Grade 4, only

comprehension and study aids predicted their aptitude. In Grade

6 only vocabulary and comprehension predicted aptitude. Im-

plications were discussed in terms of exploring effective peda-

gogical framework for reading instruction in the hope of maxi-

mizing the benefits elementary students can gain from their read-

ing competencies as they go through the higher levels of basic

education.

An ever increasing breadth of literature on reading has provided us

with relevant explanations as well as comprehensive understanding of this

complex but fundamental literacy. Both educators and psychologists express

interest in further exploring this literacy in the hope of providing an even

more contextual and practical account of the development of skills in reading
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a~ well as its association with academic performance. This pursuit is

revealing because, to begin with, reading is a purposeful activity requiring

the orchestration of a wide variety of cognitive skills to decode, comprehend,

and learn from text (Cross & Paris, 1988). Our increased understanding

about students' reading development and competencies makes us better

see how reading skills serve as resources for learning.

As a complex but fundamental literacy, reading is an interface of various

but related skills (Vellutino, Tunmer, Jaccard, & Chen, 2007), that can be

developed through experience or training. Some of the most potentially

powerful of these skills are vocabulary (Roskos, Ergul, Bryan, Burstein,

Christie, & Han, 2008; Ricketts, Nation, & Bishop, 2007) and comprehension

(Savolainen, Ahonen, Aro, Tolvanen, &Holopainen, 2008; Keith, 1999).

Although more credit could be due for the primary underlying skill known

as phonological awareness (Gottardo, Collins, Baciu, & Gebotys, 2008),

vocabulary is one of the important subskills of reading in that it is associated

with other important reading skills (Ricketts, Nation, & Bishop, 2007). It

undergirds other skills that affect general reading competence. For example,

word knowledge is related to later reading (Lindsey, Manis, Bailey, 2003).

This indicates how vocabulary affects reading. It is even partly responsible

for later difficulties in learning (Beitchman, Jiang, Koyama, Johnson, Escobar,

Atkinson, & Brownlie, 2008), when its development is curtailed, because

students' knowledge of words and their meanings form the building blocks

of their literacy development (Neuman, 2006).

Comprehension is also among those subskills that have been substantially

explained as a powerful foundation of general reading ability. In previous

studies, comprehension provided substantial effects on the development of

reading fluency and proficiency (Savolainen, Ahonen, Aro, Tolvanen, &

Holopainen, 2008; Keith, 1999). There is reasonable explanation as to why

this particular reading subskill has a significant effect on students' reading

performance. In a multivariate study on the evidence for a convergence of

different skills on which reading comprehension builds, it was explained

that various reading subskills and reading-related cognitive skills contribute

to reading comprehension performance (Vellutino, Tunmer, Jaccard, & Chen,

2007). In other studies, specific reading subskills, such as vocabulary (Berry,

2008), verbal working memory, and cumulative linguistic knowledge (Jincho,

Namiki, Mazuka, 2008), syntactic awareness (Mokhtari & Thompson,

2006), and specific reading strategies (van der Schoot, Vasbinder, Horsley,

van Lieshout, 2008), were found to be of vital contribution to reading

18 Reading Competencies in the Primary and Intermediate Levels
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comprehension proficiency. Clearly, these pieces of evidence support the

general assumption that reading comprehension influences a student's general

reading performance.

How these subskills bring about change in the reading competence of

students is essential to understanding the relationship of reading subskills

and students' future reading competencies, and even their future academic

performance (Duncan, Dowsett, Claessens, Magnuson, Huston, Klebanov,

Pagani, Feinstein, Engel, Brooks-Gunn, Sexton, Duckworth, & Japel, 2007;

Savolainen, Ahonen, Aro, Tolvanen, & Holopainen, 2008; Keith, 1999). A

good number of literature on reading explains that reading leads to more

efficient and adaptive cognitive processing of text (Savolainen, Ahonen,

Aro, Tolvanen, & Holopainen, 2008). Specifically, vocabulary (Roskos,

Ergul, Bryan, Burstein, Christie, & Han, 2008; Ricketts, Nation, & Bishop,

2007) and comprehension, are associated with more effective creation of

richly knitted mental models of the text (Van der Schoot, Vasbinder, Horsley,

VanLieshout, 2008). It is their undeniable that the ability to create appropriate

mental models in some efficient way is a resource for successful academic

engagement.

Considering the role of different reading subskills, such as vocabulary,

word reading, and comprehension (Ricketts, Nation, & Bishop, 2007), the

ability to read is a basic requisite for learning in various content area subjects,

among these are science and math. For example, reading is considered as

an essential tool in science literacy (Creech & Hale, 2006); and reading is

generally an indicator of changes in problem solving skills (Grimm, 2007).

In other studies, integrating reading with learning in social studies,

mathematics (Robb, 2003) and science (Holliday, 2003; Robb, 2003) has

reported students' success in learning in these subject areas. These findings

suggest that reading could assist the acquisition of content area knowledge

and subsequently lead to improved academic performance, particularly in

later academic level (Duncan, Dowsett, Claessens, Magnuson, Huston,

Klebanov, Pagani, Feinstein, Engel, Brooks-Gunn, Sexton, Duckworth, &

Japel,2007).

After accounting for the benefits of reading performance on students'

cognitive processes, it can be assumed that students' competence in the

reading subskills as well as their general reading proficiency prepare them

for the rigorous cognitive processes required in their later general academic

work and subject-area-specific tasks. In a study with pre-school children,

reading status was found to be one of the indicators of school readiness

Reading Competencies in the Primary and Intermediate Levels

as Predictors of Aptitude for High School
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(West, 2000). Similarly among high school students who entered university,

reading inadequacy was found to inhibit their learning efficiency (Dele,

1985). These two studies suggested the essential impact of reading ability

on students' readiness to pursue the next level of their schooling, whether

from nursery to elementary or from high school to college.

The works cited earlier strongly point to reading competencies as

important sources of students learning in various subject areas. The same

works may encourage Philippine education's reform efforts by sustaining

the implementation of its new policy reforms known as the Basic Education

Sector Reform Agenda (BESRA). This package of policy reforms (Ocampo,

2006) has also put an emphasis on satisfactory achievement levels of students

at every grade in the whole of basic education schooling, among other

objectives. The Key Reform Thrust (KRT) # 3 of BESRA expresses the

need to formulate effective national learning strategies for the English and

Filipino languages (Ocampo, 2006). Our increased understanding of the

important contribution of reading competence to the academic achievement

of students could be of help in the national initiative of identifying available

resources for mastery of English language; enhancing and universalizing

Filipino students' learning in English language.

Informed by substantial literature on the relationship of reading and

academic performance, reading ability that builds on a variety of

competencies, as well as the policy reforms of the Department of Education,

the study operationalized three conceptual models. The first model was

based on the assumption that reading performance, especially in the

elementary years, is a function of not only one but many reading subskills

(Vellutino, Tunmer, Jaccard, &Chen, 2007), where these subskills influence

a reader's ability to understand the literal and inferential meanings of written

texts. Another model was drawn from the assumption that students' reading

ability offers many potential benefits to academic performance, and therefore

this ability can have a beneficial effect on elementary students' readiness

for future academic engagement. The third model was a follow up of the

second based on the assumption that not only the general reading

achievement but also the specific reading competencies could more clearly

account for elementary students' scholastic aptitude.

20 Reading Competencies in the Primary and Intermediate Levels
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In view of the three models, the study sought to answer three specific

questions in the context of Philippine elementary classroom;first, whether

elementary students' competence in vocabulary, comprehension, and study



aids forecast changes in their reading achievement; second, if these

elementary students' reading achievement in each grade level contribute to

their readiness for high school academic work; and third, whether all or

only some reading competencies in all grade levels could better predict

students' scholastic aptitude.

Reading Competencies in the Primary and Intermediate Levels
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Method

The study employed a predictive retrospective quantitative design

(Johnson, 2001). This was fitting for testing the effects of the predictor

variables on the criterion variables included in this study. It sought to find

out the earlier predictors of reading performance across four grade levels

of elementary studies and of the scholastic aptitude for high school.

Participants

A total of 203 elementary students from selected schools participated

in this study. T,he mean age for Grade 3 was nine and forr Grade 6, 12.

Selection of participants was based on the following criteria. First, each of

the participants must have taken the Level-lReading Test in his/her primary

years (Grades 3 and 4). Second, the same students took the Level-2 Reading

Test in hislher intermediate years (Grades 5 and 6). Finally, the same

students took the Elementary Level Competency Measure (ELCOM) in

their final year in elementary. In all, participants included 122 females (60% )

and 81 males (40%).

Measure

Students' reading ability was measured through their scores in the

Reading Test (Levels 1 and 2). This test was developed, normed, and used

by the Center for Educational Measurement (CEM). Level-l Reading Test

was designed for primary-level students, with 3 subtests, including

vocabulary (i.e., synonyms, polysemantics, and affixes), comprehension

(i.e., literal, inferential, and reorganizational), and study aids (i.e.,

alphabetizing and interpreting tables). It was administered to the participants

during their Grade 3 and Grade 4 elementary years. The Level-2 Reading

Test, designed for the intermediate levels containing vocabulary (i.e.,

synonyms, idioms, and polysemantics), comprehension (i.e., literal,

inferential, and reorganizational), study aids (i.e., use of references and



interpreting tables), and scanning, was administered to the same students

in Grade 5, then in Grade 6. The measures of students' reading competencies

per grade level were their percent-correct scores in the subtest (i.e.,

vocabulary, comprehension, study aids, and scanning). For their general

reading performance, the measures were students' percent-correct scores

of the Reading Tests per grade level.

For scholastic aptitude, the measures were students' percent-correct

general scholastic aptitude (GSA) scores in the Elementary Level

Competency Measure (ELCOM). The test, which was developed by the

CEM to assess elementary graduates' readiness for high school academic

work, consists of science, mathematics, verbal English, verbal Filipino, and

nonverbal reasoning. Participants responded to this test during their final

year in the elementary.

Procedure

Primary data were accessed from the databank of the CEM. The

selection of data strictly conformed to the criteria for selection of participants

based on the research design. The first to be retrieved were the data of

students who had ELCOM scores, then dataset was adjusted based on the

students with ELCOM scores who also had Reading Test Level-Z scores.

Data selection was further adjusted to students with ELCOM and Reading

Test Level-2 scores who also had Reading Test Level-l scores.

Data analysis

Consistent with the questions posed in this study, data were analyzed

using standard multiple regression. This statistical analysis was instrumental

in measuring the effects of reading competencies on reading performance

and scholastic aptitude, as well as the effects of reading performance on

scholastic aptitude.

In testing the first hypothesis, standard regression analyzed the

predictive power of each reading competency score on the reading

achievement scores. This analysis was done for each grade level. The

second hypothesis used the same statistical tool to analyze the effects of

reading achievement scores in each grade level on the GSA. The third

hypothesis was tested by taking each score of the reading competencies in

all grade levels as predictor variables for general scholastic aptitude. Finally,

interpretations were drawn from the results in view of the research questions.
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Results

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics covering the participants' profile

as well as the average percent-correct scores and other descriptive values

on each reading competency, the reading performance in each grade level,

and the GSA. Noticeable in the mean percent-correct scores for vocabulary,

comprehension, study aids, and scanning is a trend of increase from the

lower grade level to the final year of the primary as well as of the intermediate

levels.

Results revealed significant correlations among general reading scores

in the four grade levels. Cases of high correlations were also noted among

the four scores of each subtest. The three reading subtests measured in

Grade3 were also correlated. The same case was observed among all the

subtests in the succeeding grade levels. Part of Table 1 shows these

correlations.

In terms of the first research question whether reading competencies

predict reading achievement, it may be recalled that it was hypothesized

that reading achievement in a particular grade level is undergirded by various

subskills or competencies, such as vocabulary, comprehension, and study

aids (plus scanning in the intermediate levels). Standard multiple regression

analysis showed that in each grade level, each competency predicts reading

achievement, and each regression model explained 100% of the total

variances as shown in Table 2.

Grade 3 students' general reading performance, as assessed through a

reading achievement test, was significantly influenced by their vocabulary

skills, comprehension, and study aids [F(3, 202) = 2.643, P < .001, R2 =
1.000]. Effects of the same competencies in Grade 4 on their 4th grade

reading achievement were similar [F(3, 202) = 2.484,p < .001, R2= 1.000].

In the intermediate years, students' skills in vocabulary, comprehension,

study aids, and scanning all significantly explained 5thgraders' [F(4, 202) =
1.401,p < .001, R2= 1.000] as well as 6thgraders' [F(4, 202) = 1.659,p <

.001, R2= 1.000] reading achievement.

Among all the predictors of reading achievement in Grades 3 and 4,

comprehension showed greater effects as indicated in their standardized

beta (f3), followed by vocabulary, then study aids. This suggests that

primary graders' degree or extent of understanding of a written text greatly

influenced their achievement scores in reading. Their ability in the literal,

Reading Competencies in the Primary and Intermediate Levels

as Predictors of Aptitude for High School
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inferential, and reorganizational content areas of comprehension affects

their reading achievement more strongly than their word knowledge and

competence in alphabetizing and interpreting graphs, tables or maps.

Analogous results were also observed in their intermediate levels (Grades

5 and 6), in which comprehension contributed the most effect on reading

achievement, followed by vocabulary, although the effects of study aids

and scanning varied across these two year levels.

Another interesting result of the study was the evidence of trend in the

effect sizes of the different reading competencies within and across the

curriculum levels, i.e., primary and intermediate. In their primary level,

Grade 4 students' skills in arranging words alphabetically and using and

interpreting maps, tables, and graphs to gather information improved their

reading achievement scores. Slight increase in effect sizes was also observed

in vocabulary. The effect of comprehension on their reading achievement

score decreased in Grade 4. On their intermediate level, only study skills

had an increasing effect. The effects of vocabulary, comprehension, and

scanning on students' reading achievement scores decreased.

The increasing effects of study skills and vocabulary on reading students'

achievement scores in the primary grades could be due to mastery of the

strategies to increase organization of information and of explicit rules that

govern the language to facilitate word knowledge. The decreasing effects

of comprehension in the primary grades could be a function of the inclusion

of more lengthy items, that actually assess the same competency standards.

In the intermediate level, only the effect sizes of study skills increased,

implying students' mastery of strategies for using explicit rules of

alphabetizing, referencing, and labelling. The effects of comprehension and

scanning decreased generally because of the inclusion of more lengthy and

more complex items measuring the same competency standards. Decrease

in the effect sizes of vocabulary could be due to the inclusion of more

uncommon words.

In terms of the difference in effect sizes of reading competencies

between primary and intermediate levels, that is between Grade 4 and

Grade 5, vocabulary showed an increasing effect on Grade 5 reading

achievement score. The inclusion of idioms in the test may have provided

students with more contexts for the application of polysemantic knowledge.

All other reading competencies had decreasing effects, which may be

explained in terms of the inclusion of more content areas in the subtests on

comprehension and study aids.
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Considering the incremental nature of the development of reading ability,

it may be expected that some levels of mastery have been achieved only

during the final years of primary and intermediate levels. This expected

The second research question sought to find out the effects of students'

reading ability on their aptitude for high school academic work. Results

showed that students' reading ability in the final year of each curriculum

level predicted their scholastic aptitude for high school studies. Table 3

indicates that regression analysis accounted for 81% of the total variance,

which reflects a highly acceptable explanation by the model [F(4, 202) =
205.368, p<.OOl, R2 = .806]. In the primary levels, only the reading

achievement scores in Grade 4 predicted students' aptitude for high school

studies measured in their Grade 6 year. In the intermediate levels, only their

Grade 6 reading achievement scores predicted their scholastic aptitude.

Table 3

Regression Analysis of General Reading Achievement across

Elementary Levels as Predictors of Scholastic Aptitude

Scholastic Aptitud e for Hig h Schoo I

B SE ~ T

Primary Level

J Grade 3 General Read ing Achievement 0.018 0.055 0.020 0.319

Grade 4 General Reading Achievement 0.275 0.056 0.336 4.871***

Intermediate Level

Grade 5 General Reading Achievement 0.132 0.075 0.139 1.751

Grade 6 General Reading Achievement 0.392 0.074 0.443 5.294***

F (4, 202) = 205.368, P <.001, R 2 = .806

***p <.001

mastery could show in their performance because the curriculum standards

across the grades in the primary level are similar. The same applies to the

intermediate levels, whose curriculum standards are similar between Grade

5 and Grade 6, but more complex as compared to the primary-level

curriculum. The greater effect size of Grade-6 reading achievement score

on scholastic aptitude suggests the incremental benefit of reading ability on

students' academic readiness.

Upon the assumption that not only does the general reading ability of

students predict their scholastic aptitude for high school studies, but also

the various specific competencies of reading, regression analysis posted a

Reading Competencies in the Primary and Intermediate Levels

as Predictors of Aptitude for High School
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significantly convincing 82% explanation of the variance that, indeed, certain

reading competencies could explain elementary students' readiness for high

school [F(4, 202) = 60.461,p<.001, R2= .818]. Table 4 shows the specific

reading competencies measured at different levels from Grade 3 to Grade

6 that predicted students' scholastic aptitude.

Table 4

Regression Analysis of Reading Competencies across

Elementary Levels as Predictors of Scholastic Aptitude

Sdiolastlc Aptitude for High School

B SE ~ T

Grade 3

Vocabulary -0.06 0.053 -0.067 -1 .132

Comprehension 0.052 0.045 0.074 1.168

Study Aids -0.005 0.037 -0.006 -0.132

Grade 4

Vocabulary 0.005 0.049 0.006 0.1

Co mprehension 0.157 0.045 0.222 3.499

Study Aids 0.08 0.038 0.112 2.103 f

Grade 5

Vocabulary 0.048 0.067 0.056 0.714

Comprehension 0.076 0.056 0.091 1.364

Study Aids 0.04 -0.035 0.053 1.163

Scanning -0.011 0.038 -0.013 -0.291

Grade 6

Vocabulary 0.182 0.063 0.219 2.883

Co mprehension 0.19 0.055 (),n6 3.467

Study Aids -0.004 0.037 0.006 0.114

Scanning 0.025 0.045 0.029 0.55

F (4, 202) = 60.461, p < .001, R 2 = .818

'p < .05, "p < .01, "'p <.001

Among the reading competencies measured in each of the grade levels

across the primary and intermediate curriculum levels, only Grade 4

comprehension, Grade 4 study aids, Grade 6 vocabulary, and Grade 6

comprehension predicted scholastic aptitude. Noticeable in the results was

the predictive utility 'of some reading competencies in the final year of the

primary level as well as of the intermediate level, which is consistent with

the predictive power of Grade 4 and Grade 6 reading ability discussed

earlier. Results further indicated that Grade 4 comprehension and study'

aids, but not vocabulary, made stronger contributions to the predictive
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Discussion

power of Grade 4 reading performance on students' scholastic aptitude.

Grade 6 vocabulary and comprehension did a similar impact on the effects

of Grade 6 reading performance on their scholastic aptitude.

From the results of this study, it was notable that a number of

competencies undergird students' ability to read. Indeed, reading is not a

function of only one skill but of a combination of skills that interact with

each other. Elementary students' ability to read written texts is explained

by their ability to understand word meanings in context and apply specific

rules that govern the language. It is also explained in terms of their ability to

identify significant details, including specific facts and the main idea of a

written text, and infer both explicit and implicit ideas. The extent of their

knowledge and use of reference materials, graphs, and table to gather and

interpret information also influenced their reading ability.

The greater effects of students' comprehension skills on their general

reading performance across all grade levels were also notable. These results

are consistent with literature on reading development and instruction that

explains that comprehension is a powerful set of subskills of reading

(Vellutino, Tunmer, Jaccard, & Chen, 2007) because it involves many

different cognitive proces-ses and resources that are linked to reading

performance. Among these are syntactic awareness (Mokhtari & Thompson,

2006), cumulative linguistic knowledge (Jincho, Namiki, Mazuka, 2008),

vocabulary (Berry, 2008), and specific reading strategies (van der Schoot,

Vasbinder, Horsley, van Lieshout, 2008). Clearly, it shows that comprehension

benefits from many other subskills, where vocabulary skills, study aids, and

scanning could be no exception as the results imply a sharing of variances

among these competencies.

Taken together, students' skills in vocabulary, comprehension, study

aids, and scanning are powerful skill areas that accounted for the elementary

students' performance in reading from Grade 3 to Grade 6. Consequently,

their general reading ability in Grade 4 and Grade 6 predicted their aptitude

for high school academic work. The final year of each level (primary and

intermediate) marked a significantly meaningful effect of general reading

achievement on scholastic aptitude, indicating that significant amount of

explicit changes in reading ability happen at these times when curriculum-

Reading Competencies in the Primary and Intermediate Levels
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aided mastery may be achieved. Also shown in Table 1, students' scores on

each reading competency increased from Grade 3 to Grade 4 and also for

the intermediate levels from Grade 5 to Grade 6. This change suggests the

importance of reading instruction during these years, i.e., Grade 4 and Grade

6, to focus on those competencies that provide a scaffold for students'

reading ability. Reading instruction at this time may be more gainful if it

strengthens students' vocabulary, comprehension, study aids, and scanning.

Reading instruction in Grade 3 and Grade 5 is no less important because it

serves as an opportunity for the enhancement of those skills or competencies

that could account for students' reading ability. In view ofBESRA's reform

thrust on learning strategies for English language (Ocampo, 2006), it might

be important to figure out how reading instruction must be planned

strategically from Grade 3 to Grade 4, then from Grade 5 to Grade 6 so that

the incremental nature of reading ability (Snow, Porche, Tabors, & Harris,

2007) will be effectively maximized.

Students' general reading performance in Grade-4 and Grade-6

predicted their scholastic aptitude; the same is true for the competencies

assessed in these grade levels. The predictive effects of comprehension in

Grade 4 and Grade 6 on their readiness for high school academic work

were more likely due to the high utility of comprehension skills in many

subject areas included in the aptitude test. The measure of scholastic aptitude

included subject-matter tests in science, mathematics, English, and Filipino,

all of which called for comprehension skills. On this note, it is important to

acknowledge the fact that various reading subskills as well as reading-

related cognitive skills contribute to reading comprehension (Vellutino,

Tunmer, Jaccard, & Chen, 2007). For this reason, students' fundamental

capabilities in comprehension lend more benefit to their readiness for high

school studies by virtue of the multifacetedness of this competency.

It must also be noted that the English and Filipino components of the

aptitude test also included vocabulary, which could explain that students'

vocabulary skills in Grade 6 had a greater effect on their scholastic aptitude.

The significant prediction made by Grade 4 study aids on their scholastic

aptitude may be due to the fact that compared to study aids measured in

Grade 6, the former included alphabetizing, which is a very basic

organizational skill, in addition to the use of tables, maps, and graphs to

gather and interpret information, while the latter did not include alphabetizing,

but instead added the use of reference materials, which may not be as

functional in their measured aptitude as the other study aid strategies.
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Conclusions

True to its definition, reading requires orchestration of various skills

(Cross & Paris, 1988). Elementary students' skills in vocabulary,

comprehension, study aids, and scanning all accounted for their ability to

read during each grade level. Enhancement of these skills is a.key to their

reading achievement. Students' reading achievement in the final years of

primary and intermediate schooling predicted their readiness for high school

academic work. During these grade levels (Grades 4 & 6), students'

improvement in reading competencies became more explicit. In the primary

levels, Grade 4 comprehension and study aids were the only reading

competencies that explained students' scholastic aptitude for high school.

In the intermediate levels, only Grade 6 vocabulary and comprehension

predicted scholastic aptitude. The utility of these reading competencies

was more conspicuous because the measure of scholastic aptitude called

for these skills.

In the light of the findings, reading instruction must focus on these

competencies not only during Grade 4 and Grade 6 but also in the other

grade levels.

Based on the results and with reasonable concurrence to existing

literature, this study has put forward the predictive utility of elementary

students' reading competence to their readiness to embark on the cognitive

rigors of later academic work. Noting that reading ability of elementary

students as well as their skills in those competencies embedded in their

general reading ability lend some advantage to their readiness to pursue in

the next levels of basic education, i.e., high school, greater challenge is

posed on the adequacy and effectiveness of curricular and instructional

focus on the development of reading capabilities among young Filipino

learners. The challenge rests on the way reading instruction must be planned

strategically across the elementary year levels in order to increase students'

resources for better achievement, and all teaching efforts consequently

respond to the relevant thrust of the Basic Education Sector Reform Agenda

(BESRA) of the Department of Education (DepEd). There is now a pressing

need to find out what pedagogical framework for teaching reading will .

work better with young Filipino learners, or perhaps explore into what

specific strategies might be more productive for Filipino learners. More

research must be undertaken to find out what approaches to reading

instruction will have more benefits on young learners academic achievement.
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UTILIZING TEST RESULTS TO DESIGN INSTRUCTIONAL

MODULES: THE CEM PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

PROGRAM SERIES (PEPS)!

This paper discusses the potential of utilizing test data to

design instructional modules for the in-service training of

teachers in the core subjects of the school curriculum. It

documents a major effort of the Center for Educational

Measurement (CEM) in developing and instituting a series

of professional education programs, the PEPS, for teachers

of English, Mathematics, Science, and Filipino, across ten

grade levels of basic education in the Philippines.

The design of each module was based on patterns

of academic strengths and deficiencies culled from an

analysis of the results of diagnostic tests administered within

five years to students of schools that participated in CEM's

nationwide testing program. Results showed that areas with

learning deficiencies in the lower grades tend to appear

in the higher grades. The data served in prioritizing the

contents and skills for which the first twenty modules were

drafted. Other factors affecting performance were

considered in the choice of strategies employed. Highlights

of module development, as well as the initial

implementation and evaluation of the training series are

presented.

3S

Why the PEPS?

One important lesson from the reengineering efforts to improve the

system of education in the Philippines is the recurrent finding that teachers

are the fulcrum that determines whether any school initiative tips towards

success or failure. The quality of instruction in a school is the single most

'Paper read at the International Association for Educational Assessment (IAEA)

Annual Conference at Cabridge, UK, September 2008.
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important factor affecting the quality of learning that takes place, the

achievement of standards, the delivery of the curriculum, and the assessment

of student progress.

The Center for Educational Measurement (CEM), a local private

nonprofit assessment agency, has for many years led the private sector in

developing standardized diagnostic instruments for schools nationwide. It

has done this with the firm belief that educational assessment should focus

on the effects of instruction and that data derived from reliable instruments

could support and improve teaching and learning. The CEM has also

conducted seminar-workshops with school test users to interpret their

students' results and discuss action plans. In the process it has become

increasingly aware of teaching-learning problems, the inadequacy of

teachers' pre-service training and the need for continuing development

programs in schools.

The CEM decided to look more closely into student performance in the

core academic areas as a basis for the development of school improvement

programs, particularly for teachers' in-service training. It is convinced that

such programs should be guided by identified instructional needs and should

provide opportunities for teachers to improve their strategies. In the year

2003 CEM organized an enhanced program for instructional seminars, the

Professional Educational Program Series (PEPS), which is intended to

respond to the need of teachers to increase their knowledge of the subjects

and improve their teaching skills. The PEPS was meant to be more directed

in focus, standards related, innovative and stimulating, and possessing the .

essentials of effective professional development (Hawley and Valli, 1999).

1. Analysis of Student Performance in Core Subjects

The first step undertaken in the development of the PEPS was to study

the past performance of students in the four major academic subjects

emphasized in the local curriculum, in order to provide a basis for the PEPS

design.

Instruments. The CEM Diagnostic Tests (DT) are standardized tests in

four subject areas, namely, English, Mathematics, Science, and Filipino, for

each grade level in basic education (Elementary Grades 1-6, Secondary

Years 1-4). In multiple-choice format, they measure performance in

36 Utilizing Test Results to Design Instructional Modules:
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competencies taught in the local curriculum, have a unique form per level,

test length, and time allotment. Each content area consists of item clusters,

the number of which vary according to level. Developed under the classical

test model, the instruments were normed on representative samples of

students for each grade level subject (TDD-CEM, 2002).

Sample. The DT's are used as external objective measures in many

private schools in the country. Test data were derived from student

examinees across five years, from 1999 to 2003. These are students from

schools that subscribe to the tests voluntarily, thus the total sample sizes per

level test vary, ranging from 7,606 to 19,167 in English, 5,638 to 21,383 in

Mathematics, 6,302 to 17,505 in Science, and 695 to 3,928 in Filipino.

Scoring and Analysis. Each examinee's competency scores on the

tests are summarized into percent correct scores on the specific content

and skill areas and an overall percent correct score with its standard score

equivalent. The mean score of the standardization sample or norm group

served as the cut score for identifying weaknesses or areas of concern.

Content scores that fell below this point would indicate areas where the

examinees performed at a level below that of the average student in the

norm group. These are to be identified as areas of concern, which would

receive attention in preparing teaching modules.

Results. From the detailed analysis of the five-year data on the four

subjects, the identified contents with means below the norm average were

tabulated per subject and grade level. The mean scores for these content

areas as well as the cut score for the norm group per level are given in each

table.

1. English. An illustration of the outcomes in the English subject is

given in Appendix A 1.The initially measured contents run across the grade

levels, but only those with scores lower than the norm are reported here.

It is noted that some contents in the Elementary English curriculum

were poorly learned across the grade levels. The most commonly unmastered

topic was that of Verb, from Grades 1 to 5, followed by Adjective and

Preposition. As an apparent consequence, Sentence, also figured as difficult

in the four higher levels, Grades 3-6, and Paragraph Development at Grade

6. Likewise, the Vocabulary difficulties in the higher elementary grades

might have contributed to the weakness in Understanding a Selection.
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Sentence

Png-sJit developnent

SlrootLraI maJysis

Sentence

Stbject pedcae aglgement

Gl3mma- and usage

Reported speech

Png-aJit developnent

819' aid a-alelism

The secondary level students showed weakness in Tenses and

Agreement between Subject and Predicate, see Appendix A2. This reflects

on the upper levels' not doing well enough in Grammar and Usage as well

as in Sentence and Paragraph Development. It is also interesting to note

the lower years' difficulties in Vocabulary, Recognition of Main Idea

and Details, as well as Inferring and Reorganization and the seniors'

similar inadequacy in Reading Comprehension.

Table 1

Areas of Concern across Elementary and Secondary Levels

Elementary Secondary

Noun Sinple tenses-verb

Adjective Modal auxilliaries

Verb Modification

Preposlton

Vocabulary

Understanding a selection

Sequencing events

Recoqntkn of main dea and details

Inferring

Reorganization

Reading Comprehension

The summary comparison in Table 1 shows how areas of concern in

the elementary level tends to resurface in the weaknesses of high school

students.

2. Filipino. A similar process was done for the Filipino subject, where

weaknesses were also observed across the grades (Appendix Bl). Pupils

were deficient in learning the parts of speech in Filipino from Pangngalan

to Pangatnig, the ability to handle Pangungusap (Sentences) and

Pagsusuring Pangkayarian (Structural Analysis), likewise in

Talasalitaan (Vocabulary) and Pag-unawa sa Binasa (Reading

Comprehension). The secondary school students found difficulty in adverbs,

phonology, sentence and paragraph development, and understanding of

reading material in Filipino.
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Compared to English, however, the carryover to the secondary level

was observed in the first year students who showed difficulty in a number

of competencies relevant to development of Pangungusap (Sentence) and

Talata (Paragraph), as well as Talasalitaan (Vocabulary) and Pang-

unawa sa Binasa (Reading Comprehension), and in two areas of second

year, having to do with Pangunawa sa Binasa (Reading Comprehension)

and Kasanayan sa Pag-aaral (Study Skills). Refer to Appendix B2.

3. Science. Some areas of concern in elementary science were on

similar topics developed across the grades (Appendix Cl). Lower graders

found difficulty in learning about Plants, Human Beings, and Matter, as

well as Light, Magnets, and Electricity. The upper grades were weak in

Force and Energy and Weather and Climate. But the most consistent

and greatest difficulty in all levels was concerning Earth and Space.

The high school science subjects are specialized for each year level.

However, the inadequacies in elementary science continued through the

first year of secondary, with Nature of Matter and Earth and Universe

not being mastered. Second year Biology, had a good number of inadequately

learned topics, with the lowest scores in Diversity and Adaptive Forms, as

well as Heredity, Variation, and Population. Third year Chemistry also

showed many areas of concern, with the lowest scores in Chemical Kinetics,

Electrochemistry, Phases of Matter, and Symbols and Formulas. In

Physics the students needed more help in the topics on Energy and

Communication, Electromagnetic Energy, Force and Energy, and Waves

and Energy. Refer to Appendix C2.

4. Mathematics. The Mathematics curriculum appeared to have been

designed with a clearer map of learning competencies developed with

continuity but increasing degrees of complexity along the basic education

ladder.
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A good number of competencies in Mathematics were far from being

mastered by the elementary pupils (Appendix Dl). Numeration and

Fundamental Operations posed a problem in the lower grades, while

Geometry and Graphs and Scales figured in the higher grades. But

Decimals and Fractions remained consistently difficult across the levels.

The high school Mathematics competencies showed increasing com-

plexity of some topics which started in the elementary level (Appendix D2).
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Number Concepts reviewed Factors and Primes and included Exponents

and Radicals as well as Complex Numbers. These the students found

difficult. Geometric Concepts, problems on Quadrilaterals, Triangles

were not learned well either, and so with Language of Algebra, Algebraic

Expressions, Quadratic and Circular Functions. The integrated cur-

riculum included Statistics, where the students needed improvement.

Understandably, they stumbled in learning the concepts of Quartiles, Deciles

and Percentiles, Sequence and Variations, and Linear Correlation as

well.

Work Flow. Based on the findings of the analysis of core subjects, the

CEM proceeded with the development of the modules for faculty in-service

training, guided by the general flow of activities in Fig ure 1. The instructional

design itself followed the basic process suggested by Vinzon (2002) but

included more details.

II. Development of PEPS Modules

Data Analysis on Core Subjects

Selection of Experts Panel and

Module Writers

Orientation on Findings of Data

Analysis

Identification of Areas of Concern

Prioritization of Areas of Concern

Determination of Coverage for Each

Area

Module Format

Module Writing

Presentation and Critiquing of

Modules

Module Evaluation and Revision

Field Testing of Module

Revision and Finalization

Implementation of Module

Evaluation

Figure 1. PEPS Module Development Flow Chart
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the activities, materials and visuals, venue and time management. A summary

evaluation of a sample module from each of the core subjects is shown in

Table 5. The Mathematics module was on Number Theory and Rational

Numbers, for English - Reading Notes and Strategies, for Science- Genetics,

and for Filipino - Panitikan (Literature). The ratings given by participants

were on a 4-point scale, and the mean score for each specific content was

obtained. The overall mean for each subject module and for each criteria

are all close to Excellent. This is evidence of the generally positive regard

the participants had of the PEPS seminars.

From the written comments and suggestions given by the participants

at the end of the seminars, the ones most frequently noted are shown in

Figure 5. These were derived from different modules and occurred

repeatedly as the modules were also run for different groups of participants.

The statements add support to the numerical results of the evaluation.

Concluding Remarks

Through the PEPS modules, the CEM has shown how test data could

be used to provide focus in desiging faculty training programs. Analysis of

results have revealed that there are many competencies not mastered by

students across the grades in basic education, and that areas of deficiencies

in the lower grade levels tend to affect learning of their more complex

version in the upper years. Participants to the PEPS seminars have

expressed strong appreciation of the quality of the sessions, the facilitators,

and the learning they have gained. The generally encouraging feedback

about their learnings and the application to their work gives justification for

the efforts invested in the project.

The PEPS program, however, is intended for a long-term impact on

student learning. It is to train teachers who will in turn implement new

ways of helping their own students. There is need to proceed with a more

powerful evaluation that focuses on the effect on student achievement.

(Killion, 2002). This may be achieved by involving the participants in

monitoring activities after the training. Lessons under the areas studied

CoUld be scheduled, and peer or mentor observation could be done during

the actual lessons. A pretest-posttest design for target competencies may

also be used for assessing the impact of the training on the students. The

assessment could include measures of knowledge, skills and attitudes related

to the subject matter.

To extend the benefits of the program, it would be well to analyze more

recent results of students' tests on the core subjects and proceed to devise

in-service training to match the new areas of concern. Offering seminars
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on topics that meet their students' needs may be more appreciated by the

schools. The continuous efforts at utilizing test data will lead to more focused

and improved teaching interventions. It will not hurt to increase the library

of modules and revise existing ones with versions adapted to actual needs

in the school situation.

The PEPS could be part of a more comprehensive school improvement

program which includes staff development, academic supervision, instruction.>

assessment, and research. To this end, support could be obtained from public

or private sectors for the conduct of the seminars in schools where teachers

could benefit from more intensive and stimulating training.

The country has been challenged with discouraging outcomes of student

learning in both local and international measures, prompting top education

leaders to call on all sectors to help bring back quality to basic education _

(Lapus, 2007). The education department has set in motion a basic

education reform agenda which highlights a national strategy in support of

learning in the core subjects, and the structural support that goes with this

(DepEd,2005).

Amidst these efforts, policy makers must remember that the kinds of

change that really matter are those that build teacher capacity and

professional culture. There are no shortcuts to educational improvement

(lngvarson, 2005). Evidence-based decision making in professional

development, as discussed in this paper, is certainly a move in the right

direction.
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Appendix Al

Areas of Concern in English across Elementary Grade Levels

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

Noun (48) -

Adjective (S2) Adjective (43) Adjective (S1)
.>:

Verb (44) Verb (SO) Verb (4S) Verb (46) Verb (SO) Verb (46)

Preposition Preposition Preposition

(54) (48) (42)

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence

(38) (48) (S2) (47)

Paragraph

Oev't. (S1L

Structural Structural

Analysis (49) Analysis(S8)

Vocabulary Vocabulary Vocabulary

(40) (S2) (49)

Understan ding Understand ing

a selection a selection

(4S) (S1)

Sequencing

Events (S3)

Nonn (58) Norm (52) Nonn (52) Nonn (51) Nonn (59) Norm (54)

Note: Mean Percent Correct Score enclosed in parenthesis
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AppendixA2

Areas of Concern in English across Secondary Year Levels

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year4

Simple Tenses (48)
Tenses and voice

(51 )

Modal Auxiliaries
Grammar and Usage

(48)

Modification (51)
(36)

Subject & Predicate Special Rules on

Agreement (53) Agreement (47)

Sentence (49) Sentence (52)
Reported Speech

(51 )

Paragraph

Development (45)

Brevity & Parallelism

(50)

Vocabulary (48)

Recognition of Main Recognition of Main
Reading

Idea & Details (45) Idea & Detail (43)

Inferring (47) Inferring (43) Inferri ng (50)
Comprehension (54)

Reorganization (50) Reorganization (42) Reorganization (51)

Norm (54) Norm (55) Norm (52) Norm (55)

Note: Mean Percent Correct Score enclosed in parenthesis
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AppendixBl

Areas of Concern in Filipino across Elementary Grade Levels

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

Pag kilala ng

Salita (66)

Pang kat ng

mga Salita

(78)

Balarila (75)
Pangngalan Pangngalan

155\ 148\

Pandiwa (64) Pand iwa (57) Pandiwa (53)

Pang-uri (64) Pang-uri (58) Pang-uri (46)

Pang-abay Pang-abay

(45) (54)

Pangatnig

(42)

Pangungu sap Pang ungusap Pangungusap Pangungusap Pa ngungusap

(61) (55) (51) (48) (50)

Pagsusuring Pagsusu ring

Pa ngka yaria n Pang kayarian

(45) (56)

Pagsulat (43)

Talasalitaan Talasalitaan Ta lasa litaan Talasalitaan Talasalitaa n

(58) (51) (51) (52) (49)

Pag-unawa sa Pag-u nawa sa
Pag-unawa sa Pag-unawa sa

Babasahin Babasahin

(62) (42)
Binasa (42) Binasa (43)

Pagkasunud-

sunod ng mga

Pangyayari

(57)

Norm (82) Nonn (69) Norm (60) Norm (58) Norm (60) Nonn (55)

Note: Mean Percent Correct Score enclosed in parenthesis
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AppendixB2

Areas of Concern in Filipino across Secondary Year Levels

Year 1 Year 2

Pan g-abay (43)

Pangu ngusap (60)

Pagbuo ng Talata (43)

Talasalitaan (51)

Kahul ugan ng Idyoma at Salawikain (62)

Pag-unawa sa Babasahin (55) Pag-unawa sa Babasahin (66)

Kasanayan sa Pag-aaral (70)

Nonn (67) Nonn (71)

Note: Mean Percent Correct Score enclosed in parenthesis
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AppendixCl

Areas of Concern illScience across Elementary Grade Levels

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade,S - Grade 6

Plants (S7) Plants (4S) Plants(41) Plants (SO)

Animals (S8)
Human Being

Animals (47)
(S3)

Matter (60) Matter (SO) Matter (43) Matter (48)- Matter (SS)

Energy (42)
Energy (43)

Heat (46)

Force & Force &

Motion (38) Motion (47)

Light &

Shadow (S1)

Mag nets. (44) Magnets (47)

Electricity

(46)

Weather & Weather &

Climate (41 ) Climate (48)

Ecosystem

(49)

Earth &
Earth (SO) Earth (46) Earth (40)

The Earth

Sp-ace (S1) (48)

Solar System
Space (39)

Solar System

(41) & Beyond (4S)

Norm (61) Norm (56) Norm (55) Norm (50) Norm (50) Norm (59)

Note: Mean Percent Correct Score enclosed In parenthesis
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AppendixC2

Areas of Concern in Science across Secondary Year Levels

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

(Ge neral Scie nee) (Biology) (Chemistry) (Physics)

Nature of Matter (42)
Natu re of Biology

Atom (43) Modern Physics (47)
(47)

Chemical basis for Symbols, Formulas,

life (SO) & Equations (37)
Force & Energy (44)

Energy Phases of Matter

transfo rrna tion (SO) (38)

Earth & the Un iverse
Organ systems (4S)

Chemical Bonding Electromag netic

(4S) (41 ) Energy (42)

Reproduction (49)
Types of Chemical Waves & Energy

Reactions (42) (47)

Heredity, Variation, & Chemical Kinetics Energy &

Population (43) (30) Communication (31)

Evolution (49) Electrochemistry (37)

Dive rsity & Adaptive
Carbon and its

Forms of Living
oompounds (48)

Things (43)

Norm (52) Norm (51) Norm (50) Norm (49)

Note: Mean Percent Correct Score enclosed In parenthesis
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AppendixDl

Areas of Concern in Mathematics across Elementary Grade Levels

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

Numeration Numeration Numeration

system (S6) system (43) system (SO)

Sels(6S)

Decimals &
Decimal & Decimal, Ratio,

Money (60) Decimals(32)
Ratio (43)

Percenlage & Percenlage

(4S) (48)

Paris of Whole Fractions Fractions
Fractions (42)

Objecls (S6) (S1) (34)

Fundamenlal
Fundamenlal

Subtraction
Operations

Operations on

(61) Whole
(SS)

Numbers (SO)

Geometry Geometry

(48) (38)

Graphs,
Graphs, Maps,

Maps, &

Scales (47)
& Scales (47)

Norm (72) Norm (59) Norm (51) Norm (51) Norm (62) Norm (57)

Note: Mean Percent Correct Score enclosed in parenthesis
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AppendixD2

Areas of Concern in Mathematics across Secondary Year Levels

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year4

Factors & Primes Expo nents and Complex

(43) radicals (46) Number(38)

Rational Numbers Rational Expressions

(44) (35)

Non-metric Geometry concepts

Geometry (46) (46)

Quadrilaterals (42)

Triangle Congruence
Similarity (47)

(41 )

Languag e of Algebra Algebraic

(33) Expressions (46)

Equations & Quadratic Equations Circular Functions

Ineq ualities (34) (44) (40)

Statistics (40)
Q uartiles, Percentiles

& Deciles (37)

Sequence (46)

Variations (43)
Linear Correlation

(38)

Measurement (30)

Norm (SS) Norm (S1) Norm (SO) Norm (49)

Note: Mean Percent Correct Score enclosed In parenthesis
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REVISITING THE PHILIPPINE APTITUDE CLASSIFICATION

TEST: ANALYSIS OF POTENTIALLY BIASED TEST ITEMS!

Cecile Gatchalian andAnni Lantana

Center for Educational Measurement, Inc.

Philippines

Differential item functioning (DIF) indicates that an

item is potentially biased. To gain a better understanding

of the behavior of the subgroups on potentially biased

items, the distractor response analysis can be conducted.

In this procedure, the incorrect alternatives are examined

for differences in patterns of responses among different

subgroups of a population. Bias is inferred to be present

in an item when the subgroups are differentially attracted

to the distractors of the item.

This follow-up study on the fairness of the Philippine

Aptitude Classification Test (PACT), a battery of tests

measuring different kinds of aptitudes or abilities, aims

to gain more substantive evidence of item bias in the test.

It further investigates the two PACT subtests identified in

the previous study as having the most number of items

with DIp, namely, the Perceptual Acuity and the Verbal

Filipino. The Rasch model technique was applied on

another sample of examinees, and distractor response

analysis was used to examine the response pattern across

the incorrect options of items with DIF among the gender

and the geographic subgroups of the PACT takers. The

analysis of response patterns provided insights on group

differences, and implications to test construction were

drawn.

The consideration of fairness is important in sound testing practice. A

test should be constructed such that differences between groups' test scores

are due to differences in what the test measures. Test developers have to

ensure that items possessing unfair biases will be detected and replaced by

'Paper read at the International Association for Educational Assessment (IAEA)

Annual Conference at Bangkok, Thailand, August 2010.
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items that are less likely to contain such biases. Developing tests that are

as fair as possible contributes to the societal goal of equal opportunities for

all.

A well-made test addresses the concern on fairness from test design to

testing outcomes. It is subjected to careful review and empirical checks to

minimize bias. Bias happens when the psychometric properties of a test or

when the manner in which it is used results in different meanings for scores

earned by members of different subgroups (American Educational Research

Association, American Psychological Association & National Council on

Measurement in Education, 1999). Evidence of bias may be found by

studying how the test scores are used or by examining the test items

themselves.

Differential item functioning (DIF) is an indicator that an item is

potentially biased. To gain a better understanding of the behavior of subgroups

on potentially biased test items, Osterlind (1983) recommends that, after an

initial investigation of DIP in all of the test items, a distractor response

analysis be conducted on the items with DIP. In this procedure, the incorrect

alternatives Me examined for differences in patterns of responses among

the different subgroups. Bias is inferred to be present in an item when the

subgroups are differentially attracted to the distractors of the item.

Background

The Philippine Aptitude Classification Test (PACT) is a battery of tests

that measure different kinds of aptitudes or abilities important in college and

vocational work. The preliminary investigation of its fairness (Franco &

Lantano, 2009) resulted in the detection of items with gender and geographic

DIP. Gender and geographic location were chosen as subgroupings as

local studies (Caoli-Rodriguez, 2007; Hicap, 2006 as cited in Franco &

Lantano, 2009) showed significant achievement differences among Filipino

students across these variables.

Among the three DIP-detection procedures used, the Rasch model

technique was the most sensitive. Out of 210 items, it identified 85 items

with gender DIP and 55 items with geographic DIP. The subtest Perceptual

Acuity contained the most items with gender DIP, and the subtest Verbal

Filipino contained the most items with geographic DIP.
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The present study aims to gain more substantive evidence of item bias

in the PACT. It further investigates the two PACT subtests identified in the

previous study as having the most number of items with DIP, namely, the

Perceptual Acuity and the Verbal Filipino. Applying statistical procedures,

it seeks to find out how the test items behave for the different subgroups.

Specifically, it describes the items that are found to be easier for the different

subgroups and determines if the difficulty of an item for a subgroup stems

from an internal characteristic of the item. Based on technical criteria,

potentially biased items will be detected and corrected or replaced by items

that are less likely to contain bias.

Methods

Subjects

A sample of 2,008 third year high school students was randomly chosen

from the total PACT takers of school year 2008-2009. The sample has an

approximately 6:4 ratio of both male - female and National Capital Region

(NCR) - other regions (non-NCR) subgroups.

The NCR is one of the 17 regions of the Philippines. The division of the

Philippine archipelago into regions is based on the geographical, cultural,

and ethnological characteristics of the provinces (Philippine Travel Photos,

n.d.). The NCR is mainly Metropolitan Manila. It is the center of politics,

economics, society, and culture of the country.

Instrument

The PACT is a battery of tests that measure different kinds of aptitudes

or abilities important in college and vocational work. The subtest Perceptual

Acuity measures the ability to visually detect the pattern of change or the

differences in given figural or semantic stimuli. It consists of two item

types: Figure Series and Proofreading, each with 15 items. The subtest

Verbal Filipino measures the ability to understand Filipino, the national

language of the Philippines. It consists of two item types: Talasalitaan

(vocabulary) and Mga Salitang Magkaugnay (verbal analogies). Talasalitaan

is further subdivided into Kasingkahulugan (synonym) and Kasalungat

(antonym). Verbal Filipino consists of 19 items: 6 Kasingkahulugan, 4

Kasalungat, and 9 Mga Salitang Magkaugnay.
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Results

Procedure

The Rasch model technique was used to identify the items that exhibit

DIE The subtests Perceptual Acuity and Verbal Filipino were analyzed for

gender and geographic DIP, respectively. With the Rasch model, the item

difficulty of each item was calibrated separately for each of the gender

(male vs. female) and geographic location (NCR vs. non-NCR) subgroups.

The difficulty indices were tested for statistical significance using the chi-

square. The items that showed a significant difference between the

subgroups were flagged as potential DIP items.

Moreover, the items that consistently exhibited DIP in the initial study

and in this study were analyzed by examining the response pattern across

the incorrect options among the gender and the geographic location subgroups

of the PACT takers. Employing the distractor response analysis, it

determined significant difference between two groups. It involved the

following steps: (a) preparing a matrix of choice response alternatives for

the test items under study, (b) placing the data in a series of 2x2 contingency

tables for significance testing, and (c) hypothesis testing. In this study, the

Mantel-Haenszel procedure was used to test if there existed significant

difference in the proportions selecting distractors on a test item between

identified subgroups of the population.

DIP Analysis

The analysis on Perceptual Acuity for the gender subgroups resulted in

the identification of 14 items with DIP. (Refer to Table 1) The results of 13

of these items were consistent with those in the initial study. Six (6) were

Figure Series items, while seven (7) were Proofreading items. All of the

Figure Series and one Proofreading items were consistently easier for males.

Whereas, most of the- Proofreading items (6 out of 7) were consistently

easier for females. These results indicate that Figure Series items were

more difficult for female examinees, whereas Proofreading items were more

difficult for male examinees.
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Table 2.) The results of 10 of these items were consistent with those in the

b



Table 1

Summary of Gender DIF Analysis

Comparison with

Previous

initial study. Both Talasalitaan (vocabulary) and Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

(verbal analogies) have 5 items with DIE Majority of these items (8 out of

10) were consistently easier for the NCR subgroup.

Item Subtest Item Difficulty

No. Male Female Difference

3 Figure Series -1.08 -0.63 -0.45*

5 Figure Series -0.18 0.23 -0.40*

6 Figure Series -0.12 0.22 -0.34*

7 Figure Series -0.23 0.05 -0.28*

8 Figure Series -0.49 -0.13 -0.35*

9 Figure Series -0.27 0.10 -0.37*

16 Proofreading -1.42 -1.81 0.39*

18 Proofreading -1.07 -1.50 0.43*

19 Proofreading -0.60 -0.93 0.33*

21 Proofreading -0.57 -0.99 0.42*

22 Proofreading -0.48 -0.95 0.46*

25 Proofreading -0.50 -0.86 0.37*

29 Proofreading 0.98 1.28 -0.30*

30 Proofreading 1.41 1.74 -0.32*

Easierfor

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Male

Male

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

Consistent

* Significant at 0.01 alpha level

Table 2

Summary of Geographic DIF Analysis

Item

No. NCR

Item Difficulty Comparison

non-NCR Difference Easierfor with Previous
Subtest

1 Talasalitaan

4 Talasalitaan

9 Talasalitaan

10 Talasalitaan

11 Ta lasalitaan

19 Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

20 Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

21 Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

22 Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

23 Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

25 Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

-1.79

0.18

-0.93

-0.91

-1.09

-1.06

-0.15

-0.09

-0.67

-0.24

0.70

-1.34 -0.45* NCR Consistent

1.54 -1.36* NCR Consistent

-0.36 -0.58* NCR Consistent

-0.54 -0.37* NCR Consistent

-1.62 0.53* non-NCR Consistent

-0.19 -0.87* NCR Consistent

0.74 -0.89* NCR Consistent

0.27 -0.36* NCR Consistent

-0.22 -0.45* NCR Consistent

-0.57 0.32* non-NCR Consistent

0.41 0.29* non-NCR

* Significant at 0.01 alpha level
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Distractor Response Analysis

Attractive Distra ctor(s) to

the Other Grou p

Results of the distractor response analysis showed that 11 of the 13

items with gender DIP have significantly different response patterns for

male and female examinees. (Refer to Table 3.) All of the Figure Series

items and one Proofreading item were found biased against female

examinees. In these items, a significantly large number of female examinees

were attracted to the incorrect options, indicating unfamiliarity with the

concept reflected by the items. Conversely, most of the Proofreading items

(6 out of 7) were found biased against male examinees. This indicates that

male examinees have a significant tendency to favor other options over the

correct options in these items. Hence, male examinees exhibit less familiarity

with the concept reflected in the said items.

Table 3

Summary of Distractor Response Analysis for Gender

~em

No. Sub test Correct Option

3

4

3

1

5

2

1

1

3

2

2

2

3

Easierfor

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Female

Male

4,5

2

Not significant

Not significant

2

5

2,3,5

2,3

1,2

1,3

1,3

1,3

1

3

5

6

7

8

9

16

18

19

21

22

25

29

Figure Series

Figure Series

Figure Series

Figure Seri es

Figure Seri es

Figure Series

Proofreading

Proofreading

Proofreading

Proofreading

Proofreading

Proofreading

Proofreading

Based on the result of distractor response analysis on Verbal Filipino,

only those items with geographic DIP favoring the NCR group were found

significant. (Refer to Table 4.) Both items found to be easier for the non-

NCR subgroup did not have significantly different response pattern when

compared with their NCR counterpart. Hence, Verbal Filipino significantly

favored the NCR subgroup.
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The distractor response analysis on Verbal Filipino further revealed 8

items significantly showing bias between the NCR and the non-NCR
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Attractive Distractor(s) to

the Other Group

Table 4 "'

Summary of Distractor Response Analysis for Geographical

Location

subgroups. In these items, one to three distractors obtained significantly

large number of responses from the non- NCR subgroup. Thus, these results

indicate that the NCR is more familiar with the concepts reflected in the

said items.

Three examples of test items with gender or geographic bias are found

in the Appendix. The choice-response matrix of each item is also presented ..

Item

No. Subtest

1

4

9

10

11

19

20

21

22

23

Tala salitaan

Talasalitaan

Talasalitaan

Talasalitaan

Talasalitaan

Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

Mga Salitang Magkaugnay

Gender DIF in Perceptual Acuity

Correct

Option

Discussion

Easier

for

3

1

1

3

4

5

2

5

3
4

NCR

NCR

NCR

NCR

non-NCR

NCR

NCR

NCR

NCR

non-NCR

2,4

3,4,5

4
2,4

Not significant

3

3

4

1,5

Not significant

The Perceptual Acuity subtest contains two item types: Figure Series

and Proofreading. The Figure Series items consist of visual stimuli, while

Proofreading items consist of verbal stimuli. The Figure Series items were

easier for males, while the Proofreading items were easier for the females.

The behavior of the gender groups on the two different item types is

consistent with the findings of scientific research on the differences between

the genders in regard to the brain and cognitive functioning (Bush, n.d.;

Weiman, 2004). Males are found to be right-hemisphere dependent,

specializing in visual tasks, such as the Figure Series items. On the other

hand, females have been shown to be left-hemisphere dependent, performing

better in verbal tasks. Thus, Proofreading is easier for them.
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The difference in the performance of the genders on the Perceptual

Acuity subtest is illustrated in the sample analyses of a Figure Series and a

Proofreading items in the Appendix. In the Figure Series item, significantly

more males chose the correct answer, while significantly more females

chose two distractors. In the Proofreading item, the behavior of the genders

reversed. Significantly more females correctly answered the item, while

significantly more males chose three distractors.

Geographic DIP in Verbal Filipino

The Verbal Filipino subtest was easier for the NCR examinees than for

the non-NCR examinees. This result may be attributed to the diversity in

the linguistic background of the Filipino people. There are 175 individual

languages used in the different regions of the country (Philippines, n.d.).

Filipino, the national language, is primarily based on Tagalog, which is just

one of the eight major languages of the Philippines (Santiago & Tiangco,

1991). The facility of NCR examinees in Verbal Filipino can be explained

by the fact that Tagalog is mainly spoken in the region. Filipino is less

familiar in non-NCR as there are other languages dominant in these regions.

Non-NCR examinees may not have sufficiently acquired the Filipino

language, resulting in their low performance on the test.

The unfamiliarity of the non- NCR examinees with some of the words

in the Verbal Filipino subtest is illustrated in the sample analysis of a Mga

Salitang Magkaugnay (verbal analogies) in the Appendix. A significantly

smaller percentage of non-NCR examinees correctly answered the item.

Moreover, two distractors were significantly chosen by more non-NCR

examinees. These two words are also related to the third word in the stem,

but only the correct option is related to the third word in the same way the

second word is related to the first word in the stem. The non-NCR examinees

seem to have difficulty in determining the fine distinctions among the correct

answer and the two distractors.

Conclusion

In this study, differentially functioning items in Perceptual Acuity

and Verbal Filipino were further analyzed. The results illustrated gender

differences in cognitive functioning and diversity in the linguistic background

of the Filipino people.
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Through the distractor response analysis, bias in several items was

confmned. In some items, a single distractor is significantly more attractive

to a subgroup. These distractors have to be replaced in order to correct the

bias. In a couple of cases, an item has two or more significantly more

attractive distractors. These items will have to be replaced.

In addition, the following implications to test construction can be

drawn:

(1) In developing test items, the inclusion of visual stimuli, even in

achievement tests, should be considered so as not to disadvantage male

examinees.

(2) In developing tests in Filipino, the use of words familiar

nationwide has to be seriously considered.

Test fairness is one of the standards for educational and

psychological tests. The selection of items based on discrimination and

difficulty indices alone is not sufficient to ensure this. DIP and distractor

analysis provide additional information on which items are appropriate to

the target examinees.
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Appendix A

Example of Biased Items with Corresponding

Choice-Response Matrix

FIGURE SERIES ITEM

"-
~

~ ~ ~
~

.....••• •.•...
~ ~ ss•.•... •.•... .....•••

~ ~
.....•••

~
•.•...

~ ;::.....••• .....•••
~

.....•••
~

3. (A) (11) (C) (D) (E)

Choice-Response Matrix

Response Choice

Groups A B C* D E Omits

male 3.44% 5.40% 70.33% 9.02% 11.07% 0.74%

female 3.78% 3.55% 64.26% 14.09% 13.52% 0.80%

PROOFREADING ITEM

16. Security Pacific Bank

333 South Hope Street

Los Angeles, California

(A) Security Pacific Bank

333 South Hope Street

Los Angeles, California

(B) Security Pacific Bank

333 South Cope Street

Los Angeles, California

(C) Security Pacific Bankers

333 South Hope Street

Los Angeles, California

(D)Security Pacific Bank

333 South Hope Street

Los Angeles, California

(E) Securities Pacific Bank

333 South Hope Street

Los Angeles, California

Choice-Response Matrix

Response Choice

Groups A* B C D E Omits

male 76.24% 8.49% 7.16% 3.44% 3.91% 0.76%

female 83.29% 6.16% 4.86% 2.49% 2.13% 1.07%
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(A) mangmang

(B) mahiyain

(C) gusgusin

(D) baliw

(E) gala

MGA SALITANG MAGKAUGNAY ITEM

22. BAYANI: MAGITING ::

PULUBI :

Choice- Response Matrix

Response Choice

Groups A B C* D E Omits

NCR 21.44% 3.47% 67.97% 2.12% 4.66% 0.34%

non-NCR 25.46% 5.51% 48.96% 3.18% 16.03% 0.86%
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SURVEY OF READING HABITS AND COMPETENCE OF

FILIPINO CIllLDRENl

Janet T. Evasco and Analyn P.Capalihan

Center for Educational Measurement, Inc.

Philippines

This study provides a profile of Filipino primary pupils

in terms of reading competence and reading habits. Lo-

cally developed standardized reading tests were used to

measure reading competence. A questionnaire was also

fielded to collect data on reading habits. The instruments

were administered towards the end of the school year to

a cohort group of 899 pupils when they were in their

fourth and sixth grades of elementary education. The

reading competencies that were measured include scan-

ning, vocabulary, comprehension, and study aids. The

reading habits that were surveyed were number of hours

spent daily on reading, reading companion, kinds of read-

ing materials, and type of reading strategies used. The

results showed that majority of the sample pupils demon-

strated relatively competent reading abilities when they

were in grades 4 and 6. Likewise, the patterns of reading

habits of the cohort are relatively consistent as they move

from grade 4 to grade 6. The results also implied that

reading habits tend to influence reading competence.

The assessment of reading competence in grade school is important

because it is at this stage where students are expected to have acquired

adequate reading skills in order to learn effectively. In the Philippines, grade

4 and grade 6 are considered exit points of the primary and the intermediate

levels of basic education, respectively. As one moves to higher educational

levels, with more subject areas covered, the demand for good reading skills

is imperative. Equally important is the practice of good reading habits which

plays a crucial role in learning. Positive reading habits sustain the acquisition

of new vocabulary; improve spelling, grammar, and word analysis skills;

and enhance higher levels of understanding and reasoning.

'Paper read at the International Association for Educational Assessment (IAEA)

Annual Conference at Bangkok, Thailand, August 2010.
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Not much is known about the reading habits and preferences of children

in the Philippines. This study thus intends to profile the reading habits of a

cohort group of pupils and explore the influence of these habits to reading

competency as the group progresses from grade 4 to grade 6. This is deemed

important in the light of very little improvement in the achievement levels of

elementary students. The results of 2009 National Achievement Test

described the current achievement levels of elementary students as "near

mastery level" only, albeit an upward trend of 66% Mean Percentage Score

from the previous 2006 results of 55%. Similarly, the data from the 2003

Functional Literacy, Education and Mass Media Survey (FLEMMS) and

the Philippine-Informal Reading Inventory scores show that only one-sixth

of Filipino pupils can read independently at the desired grade level (Literacy

Coordinating Council, 2003). This low achievement level may be attributed

to various factors including socio-economic factors, teacher-related factors,

inadequate learning materials, short and congested school curriculum, and

poor reading habits of learners.

Thus, it is expected that the findings of this study will inform teachers

and school administrators on how to design reading programs and help

students develop a more positive attitude towards reading. Identifying the

reading habits of pupils and its influence on reading achievement may also

prompt parents, teachers, librarian, and other stakeholders in education to

look into books and other services that would accommodate the reading

habits of pupils.

Methodology

Respondents

A cohort group of 899 elementary pupils who took the CEM Reading

Tests when they were in grade 4 and in grade 6 constitutes the subject of

. <, this study. In terms of gender distribution, 58% of the group are females

whereas 42% are males.

Data Sources

The reading competencies of the respondents were measured through

locally developed standardized multiple-choice Reading Tests. These tests

measure reading competencies under four content areas, namely: scanning,

vocabulary, comprehension, and study aids. The Reading Tests are also

Survey a/Reading Habits and

Competence of Filipino Children
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offered in three levels. The Reading Test Level 1 is designed for Grade 3

and Grade 4 students; Reading Test Level 2 is for Grade 5 and Grade 6; and

Reading Test Level 3 is for students in the secondary level and for college

freshmen as well. For this study, the 899 respondents took the CEM Reading

Test Levell in SY2006-2007 when they were in the Grade 4 and the CEM

Reading Test Level 2 in SY2008-2009 when they reached the Grade 6

level.

The overall score in the entire test and the scores in the different content

areas are reported in terms of percent of items answered correctly. For

norm-referenced interpretation of reading ability, the overall score is also

expressed in standard score (that ranges from 200 to 800, with a mean of

500 and a standard deviation of 100), percentile rank, stanine, and quality

index.

On the other hand, the reading habits of the students were identified

using the CEM Student Information Questionnaire (SIQ). The SIQ is a 19-

item checklist administered before the Reading Test. It consists of items

pertaining to the respondent's demographic characteristics (i.e., number of

siblings in the family, birth order, parent's occupation and educational

attainment), hislher reading habits (i.e., time spent daily on reading, reading

companion, kind of reading materials available at home, borrowed from the

library, and enjoyed reading, and reading strategies used when a word,

sentence, paragraph, or page is difficult to understand), and to the respondent's

perceived self-efficacy (i.e., educational goals and self-reported academic

standing). The students were made to select a single answer for some

items and multiple answers for other items. For instance, only single answer

is required for the time spent daily on reading and reading companion. On

the other hand, only five reading materials are selected from among the

reading materials available at home, borrowed from the library, or enjoyed

reading. For the kind of reading strategies used, respondents are to indicate

whether they use each of the listed reading strategy.

Data Analysis

Descriptive statistics including frequency counts, percentages,

means, and standard deviations were computed from the scores and

responses of the cohort group in the Reading Tests and Student Information

Questionnaire. Since reading habits cover four variables that require different

responses, two statistical tests were used to ascertain their influence on

reading competence. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used
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for the time spent daily on reading and reading companion. The General

Linear Model univariate procedure was used to analyze the influence of

reading materials and kind of reading strategies on reading competence.

Results and Discussion

Reading competence

Descriptive indices of individual overall scores in the Reading Test ranged

from Low Average to Superior reading abilities when the cohort group was

in fourth grade. Relatively no significant changes in the range of reading

abilities were observed when the cohort group was tested again in sixth

grade. The cohort group's mean overall standard score in grade 4 (mean

SS=533) may have increased by 19 standard score points to 552 in grade 6

but both mean standard scores remained in the high average range.

On the other hand, their scores on the specific reading subtests show

that on the average, the cohort group performed above the typical grade 4

and grade 6 pupils. Although they exhibit relative weakness in Vocabulary

when they were in grade 4, all subtest scores are still above national averages.

On the other hand, when they were in grade 6, Scanning is a relative strength

as compared to other reading skills.

Reading habits

This section presents the pattern of reading habits of the cohort in terms

of the time spent on reading, their reading companion, the kind of reading

materials they have at home, borrowed from the library, and enjoyed reading,

and the kind of reading' strategies they used when encountering difficulties

in reading. Since the Reading test performance of the cohort has been

described earlier, the influence of their reading habits on their Reading scores

<, was the focus of analysis.

Time spent daily on reading. Table 1 shows that about one-third of the

cohort spends 1 to 2 hours reading daily when they were in grade 4. However,

this is not at all encouraging since majority of the children read even less

than an hour per day. Although a relatively similar pattern was observed

when they were in grade 6, majority of them tend to spend more hours in

reading. This may be an indication that either the cohort enjoyed reading or

the demands of reading for academic work have increased at this grade.

Survey of Reading Habits and
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Table 1 also shows that the average Reading scores vary depending on

the time spent by the cohort in reading when they were in grade 4 and in

grade 6. Generally, the Reading scores increase as more hours is spent on

reading. In grade 4, however, spending more than four hours in reading had

yielded lower mean score than spending 3 to 4 hours. This may be attributed

to small sample size and large spread of scores as compared to other groups.

Statistically comparing the mean scores obtained, the analysis of variance

reveals that mean differences exist significantly (F = 4.95 p<.05) when the _

cohort is in grade 4. That is, children who spend 3 to 4 hours daily on

reading have significantly higher Reading scores than children who spend

less than one hour in reading. On the other hand, the variation in Reading

scores are also significant when the cohort is in grade 6 (F = 43.22, p<.05).

Children who spend at least one hour daily on reading had significantly

higher Reading scores in grade 6.

Table 1

Mean percent correct scores of the cohort group

according to time spent daily on reading (N = 899)

Grade4 Grade 6

% Mean SO % Mean SONumber of hours

Less than 1 hour

1 to 2 hou rs

3 to 4 hours

More than 4 hours

51

34

10

5

65 18 47 58 16

69 18 37 67 16

71 19 11 72 16

70 22 5 76 14

Reading companion. Table 2 shows that the cohort tend to spend

reading most of the time with different significant others around them when

they were in grade 4. Although about 39% of them tend to read independently,

majority of them spend reading either with their immediate relatives or friends. -

When they were in grade 6, however, there is a marked increase in

their tendency to read on their own. This may be quite expected, since at

this stage of development, boys and girls tend to be independent in doing

certain tasks. Peer influences likewise tend to dominate at this grade because

when they have a reading companion, they tend to read with friends.

Looking at how reading companion influence the overall Reading score,

the analysis of variance reveals that the average Reading scores of the

cohort significantly vary with their reading companion both in grade 4

(F = 5.93, p<.05) and in grade 6 (F = 17.94, p<.05). In both grades, children
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who read independently have significantly higher overall Reading scores

than those who either read with relatives or friends.

Table 2

Mean percent correct scores of the cohort group

according to reading companion (N = 899)

Grade4 Grade 6

Kinds of reading materials. There is a wide variety of reading materials

available in the homes of the cohort (Figure 1).

Reading companion Mean SO% Mean SO %

Nobody

Mother

Father

Broth er 0 r sister

Friend(s)

Others

39

19

4

12

19

7

71 18

63 18

61 21

66 19

66 17

63 19

62

8

1

8

18

3

67 16

55 16

50 27

61 16

57 16

56 16

: • grade 4 • grade 61

Adventure stories

Magazines

Comics

I

i I

I I I

I

I I

I I I
I

I I
I

I

I

--

Children's books

Encyclopedia

Books of short stories

Textbooks

Science fiction

Newspapers

Books of poems

Almanac

Reference books

NO\els

Nonfiction

Others

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Figure 1. Comparison of reading materials available at home in

grade 4 and in grade 6
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Data likewise shows that when the cohort is in grade 4, most of the

reading materials are for literary experience including adventure stories,

magazines, and comics. However, when they were in grade 6, the reading

materials available included textbooks, encyclopedia, and newspapers. Since

these reading materials are generally read for information, this may indicate

that at this grade, the purpose of reading has relatively changed. This is

quite expected since children are towards the exit point of intermediate

level of elementary education.

As Figure 2 shows, the cohort group does not generally borrow books

from the library when they were in grade 4. Although about 60% of them

check out adventure stories, less than half of them borrow other reading

materials. One contributing factor is that most of these reading materials

are already available at their homes. When they were in grade 6, however,

borrowing tendencies of the cohort has slightly improved. Among the top

choices included adventure stories, books of short stories, and science fiction.

I •• grade 4 •• grade 61

Adventure stories
I I I

II I I

I I I

I I

I I I

I I

1 I

I

I-~

~ I

-I,..-
I

,..-
-r

,
Chlldren'a books

Books of short stories

Science fiction

Nonfiction

Comics

Books of poems

Encyclopedia

Textbooks

Reference books

Almanac

Others

NOlA9ls

Magazines

Newspapers

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%
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Figure 2. Comparison of reading materials borrowed from the

library in grade 4 and in grade 6

As to the kind of reading materials enjoyed reading, Figure 3 shows that

reading adventure stories, children's books, comics, and magazines are still



among the top choices in grade 4. When they were in grade 6, a relatively

consistent pattern of reading materials enjoyed was observed. Preference

to read children's books likewise declines in grade 6. Although most of the

available materials at home are for information, findings suggest that children

tend to prefer reading materials for literary experience.

r,;-- ---"I
L!gra~e~ grade ~

Adventure stories

Comics e:':::;:=lChildren's books

Magazines

Books of short stories ~:::::~~::-
Science fiction

Encyclopedia

Almanac

Books of poems

Nonfiction

Textbooks

Novels

Reference books _

_ Others __

Newspapers -••••••

~==-----~---------~
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Figure 3. Comparison of reading materials enjoyed reading in

grade 4 and in grade 6

Based on the responses of the cohort, the five most selected reading

materials at home, borrowed from the library, and enjoyed reading were

examined to assess their influence on the overall Reading scores.

As Table 3 shows, the Reading mean scores of the cohort relatively

vary depending-on the kind of reading materials they have at home when

they were in grade 4 and in grade 6. However, the analysis of variance

shows that Grade 4 Reading mean scores only differs significantly among

children who have encyclopedia (F = 38.35, p<.05) and children's books
(F = 18.94, p<.05) at home. That is, children who have these reading materials
at home have significantly higher Reading scores than those who have other

reading materials.
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Table 3

Mean percent correct scores of the cohort group according

to kind of reading materials at home (N = 899)

Read ing materials

Grade 4 Grade 6

% Mean SO % Mean SO

Adventure stories

Magazines

Comics

Children's books

Encyclopedia

Textbooks

62

57

57

53

47

70 18

71 17

68 18

72 17

72 16

47 63

65- 64

39 59

17

16

17

51

50

66

66

16

15

-- not among the top five choices of the cohort

Read ing materials

Grade 4 Grade 6

% Mean SO % Mean SO

Similarly, the mean scores in Reading of the cohort, both when they

were in grade 4 and in grade 6 relatively vary depending on the kind of

reading materials they usually borrow from the library, as Table 4 shows.

On the other hand, when the cohort is in grade 6, mean differences are

significant among children who have encyclopedia (F = 9.17, p<.05),
textbooks (F= 30.03, P <.05), and comics (F = 20.85, p<.05) at home. Among

these groups, children who have encyclopedia and textbooks at home have

significantly higher Reading scores than those who have comics at home.

Table 4

Mean percent correct scores of the cohort group according

to reading materials borrowed from library (N = 899)

Adventure stories

Children's books

Books of short stories

S dence fiction

Comics

Nonfiction

56

37

33

22

18

69 17 71 64 17

70 17 33 65 16

71 16 54 65 16

73 17 40 67 16

63 18

35 69 15

-- not among the top five choices of the cohort

However, the analysis of variance shows that grade 4 Reading mean

scores only differs significantly among children who borrow science fiction

(F = 7.20, p<.05) and comics (F = 5.60, p<.05). Children who borrow
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science fiction have significantly higher Reading scores than those who

usually borrow comics from the library. On the other hand, when the cohort

is in grade 6, mean differences are significant among children who borrow

science fiction (F = 9.83, p<.OS) and nonfiction (F = 28.67, p<.OS). Children

who generally borrow nonfiction have significantly higher Reading scores

than those who borrow science fiction.

Table S shows that grade 4 Reading mean scores likewise vary across

groups who enjoyed different kinds of reading materials. The analysis of

variance shows that variation in Grade 4 reading scores are significant among

children who enjoyed reading textbooks (F = 6.98, p<.OS) and magazines

(F = 7.23, p<.OS). Specifically, children who generally enjoy reading textbooks

had significantly higher Grade 4 Reading scores than those who tend to

enjoy reading magazines. On the other hand, mean differences in Reading

test scores are significant among Grade 6 children who enjoy science fiction

(F = 8.99, p<.OS) and comics (F = 8.S4, p<.OS). Children who enjoy reading

science fiction when they were in grade 6 have significantly higher Reading

scores than those who enjoy reading comics.

TableS

Mean percent correct scores of the cohort group according

to kind of reading materials enjoyed reading (N=899)

Reading materials

Grade 4 Grade 6

% Mean SO % Mean SO

AdvenbJre stories

Comics

Magazines

E ncyclopedia

Textbooks

Books of short stories

S dence fiction

58

50

33

19

12

70 18 64 64 17

68 18 61 62 17

69 18 55 64 16

72 18

73 20

36

33

64

67

16

16

-- not among the top five choices of the cohort

The findings above show that reading textbooks and encyclopedia had

significantly yielded high Reading scores. This is relatively expected since

these materials are generally read for information. However, it shows that

reading comics had consistently yielded lower Reading scores as compared

to other reading materials read for literary experience such as science fiction.
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Reading strategy

Grade6

Kinds of reading strategies used. As Table 6 shows, when a word is

not understood, pupils in the cohort sample use two reading strategies when

they were both in grade 4 and in grade 6. The first is the common practice

of looking in the dictionary for the meaning of the word while the second is

asking help from others. Looking at how the kind of reading strategy used

influence reading scores, the analysis of variance shows that children who

tend to ask for help when they do not understand a word have higher Reading

scores in grade 4 (F = 12.51, p<.05). When the cohort is in grade 6, using
context clues to understand a word yielded significantly higher Reading

scores (F = 26.54, p<.05).

Table 6

Mean percent correct scores of the cohort group according

to reading strategy used when a word is difficult to

understand (N = 899)

Use a dictionary

Ask for help

Use context dues

Say the word

S kip over the word

Grade 4

% Mean SO

52 70 17

47 70 17

20 71 19

16 66 20

8 67 18

% Mean SO

61 64 16

57 65 17

38 7,? 15

17 66 16

17 66 15

On the other hand, when a sentence, a paragraph, or page is difficult to

understand, children still maintain a positive attitude towards reading. In-

stead of putting away the reading material (which has the least percent-

age), the cohort sample tend to ask someone to explain or re-read the part

carefully as their reading strategies.

Table 7

Mean percent correct scores of the cohort group according to

reading strategy used (N = 899)

Reading strategy when a sentence,

paragraph, or page is difficult to understand % % Mean SO

Ask someone to explain

Reread the part carefully

Pause and try to think of the meaning

Continue read ing

Look at the title, pictures, or headings

Put important ideas into your own words

Put away the reading material

Grade 4

Mean SO

50

47

30

24

17

12

2

70 17

73 17

75 16

66 19

73 17

69 19

59 21

Grade6

52

66

40

24

23

10

2

65 15

68 16

69 15

63 16

68 14

69 17

60 21
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Implications of the Findings

As Table 7 shows, there is a variation in the mean scores depending on

the kind of reading strategy used when the cohort is in grade 4. Looking at

how these reading strategies influence reading scores, the analysis of vari-

ance shows children who pause and try to think of the meaning the word

had significantly higher Reading scores (F = 7.64, p<.05). In grade 6, on the
other hand, mean scores do not differ significantly among groups. This

might suggests that no specific reading strategy is most effective at this

grade level.

Reading has always been a crucial part of the elementary school program.

Thus, the goal of this study is to describe, on the average, the reading

competency of elementary school pupils when they are in grade 4 and then

in grade 6 and explore how their reading habits influence their reading

achievement.

Findings of this study show that majority of the pupils are reading above

norm-level expectations in grade 4 and in grade 6, the exit points in the

Philippine basic education system. However, looking at their pattern of reading

habits, the findings suggest that the number of hours they spent on reading

daily is not encouraging at all. This poses a challenge for many educators,

parents, librarians, and other stakeholders to motivate and inspire students

to pick up a book or any reading material in the first place. No matter what

instructional methods we employ, students must spend substantial time

applying the reading skills and strategies we teach before they develop

reading proficiency. To become good readers, students must read and practice

reading more.

Furthermore, while it is important to provide an inclusive and wide range

of reading materials at home, in the classroom, and in the library, it is even

more important to recognize the different kinds of demands that the reading

materials make on readers and the different kinds of satisfaction they provide.

Thus, reading intervention programs should be designed in such a way that

would make reading more meaningful among readers. Among the factors

to be considered would include motivation and purpose of reading. As

literature suggests, if readers are highly motivated to comprehend a text,

they will have the drive to push themselves despite complexity. Teachers

should also know how to select and prioritize reading materials to ensure
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balance between the purpose of reading and the interest and ability of the

readers.

Lastly, it is important to keep in mind that the patterns found in this or

any other study cannot be pegged on an individual whose interests are always

unique and specific. What this study and other similar researches can do,

however, is point to trends that educators, librarians, and child psychologists

can generally use to respond to elementary children.
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PUBLICATION GUIDELINES

The Center for Educational Measurement, Inc, (CEM) has always

recognized the efforts undertaken, individually or collectively, by the

teachers, principals or guidance counselors, particularly in the areas of

educational measurement, assessment, and evaluation.

It is the intent of CEM to support these efforts by inviting schools to

submit articles or research papers to our official publications, the Philippine

Journal of Educational Measurement (PJEM) and The CEM Standard.

However, to facilitate publication of papers in printed form, we request

the authors to adhere to the guidelines detailed below.

A. The Philippine Journal of Educational Measurement

Description

The Philippine Journal of Educational Measurement (PJEM), a

refereed journal, is published annually by the Center for Educational

Measurement, Inc. The journal aims to contribute to a better understanding

of the system of measurement in the field of education across all levels

basic to higher education in the Philippines. As such, the journal contains

empirical and nonempirical reports such as theoretical studies, research

studies, evaluation studies, specialized reviews, essays, reflective inquiry,

critical book reviews, commentaries related to educational testing,

measurement, assessment, evaluation, and research on substantive,

innovative, and methodological issues.

Article Content

The PJEM welcomes contributions from teachers, researchers,

measurement theorists, school administrators, policy-makers, and

other key stakeholders across all levels. All articles are accepted on

the basis that they are original materials, have not been previously

published, and are not currently under consideration for publication

elsewhere. Articles may fallinto the following categories:

1. Theoretical studies. These are studies concerned with the

development of theory in the analysis of measurement in order to

enhance the understanding of measurement processes.



2. Evaluation Studies. These are studies that assess the extent of

implementation and impact of a specific program or project and

usually emphasize needs assessment and/or ongoing feedback to

program implementers.

3. Research Studies. These are studies that typically use data derived---------
from qualitative or quantitative methods or both, including but not

limited to, experiments, case studies, surveys, philosophical

investigations, and historical studies, to yield new information, to

focus on specific projects or settings, or to synthesize emerging

patterns.

4. Specialized reviews. These are articles aimed at critically relating

issues, comparisons, and analyses to the application of educational

measurement and models in the educational process, but well

founded in the existing literature. Reviews focused on research,

theory, methodology, theme, theoretical contributions, critiques, and

instructional techniques are accepted.

5. Book reviews. These are articles critically evaluating the strengths

and weaknesses of a book relevant to the scope of PJEM. Books

reviewed must be within two (2) years of its publication date.

6. Commentaries. These are articles that critically analyze any of the

following: (1) policy trends related to educational measurement,

(2) relationship between research and evaluation, and (3)

connections between research, policy, and practice.

7. Critiques of articles. Constructive comments on articles previously

published in PJEM are accepted. It is encouraged that these should

stimulate discussions and present ideas or alternatives in print.

Authors will be invited to respond to the critique made on their

article before publication. When possible, the critique and the

response will be published at the same time.

Preparation of Manuscripts

Authors are encouraged to prepare manuscripts following the

Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (APA) 5th

edition. Manuscripts, including the Abstract and References, should be

typed double-spaced on clean short 8Y2 by 11 inch white bond papers with

a margin of one inch on all four sides, using 12-point Times New Roman

font and justified to the left margins only. Page numbers should be placed

at the center-bottom of the page. Notes, if applicable, are grouped in one

section at the end of the article.
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If the manuscript is based on a thesis or dissertation, a funded research

project, or a paper presented at a conference (whether local or international),

a footnote on the cover sheet should provide the relevant facts, including

the thesis or dissertation adviser or the organization sponsoring the project

or conference.

1. Author Identification. Since the review process is blind, the first

page should indicate the title ofthe article, full name(s) of author(s),

particulars of present position(s)linstitutional affiliation(s), e-mail

addressees), phone and fax number(s), and any information of

special relevance. Identity of the author(s) should appear only on

this page.

2. Abstracts and Keywords. All manuscripts must include abstracts of

120 words or less. An abstract is a complete, condensed summary

of the article and not a description nor an introduction to the article.

In addition, supply 4-5 keywords/phrases that characterize the

content of the paper, which can be used for indexing purposes.

3. Length of Articles. Manuscripts for theoretical studies, evaluation

studies, research studies, and specialized reviews should not exceed

50 pages. Book reviews, commentaries, and critiques of articles

should not exceed five pages.

4. Language. Manuscripts written in English and Filipino are accepted.

However, an English title should be submitted if the manuscript is

written in Filipino.

5. Tables. Each table should be presented on separate pages and not in

the body of the text. It should include a caption and presented in

the order in which they appear in the text. As such, they should be

given sequential Arabic numbers (i.e., Table 1, etc.), and should be

in Microsoft Word (.doc) format. When preparing tables in

Microsoft Word, be sure to use the table feature of the program.'

Furthermore, equations should be generated directly in the text file

using the equation feature of Microsoft Word. Importing equations

into the text file from a different word processing or graphic

applications is discouraged.

6. Figures. Illustrations, such as diagrams, drawings, graphs, maps,

and photographs, are considered as figures and should be designated

as 'Figure 1,' 'Figure 2,' etc., and in sequential Arabic numbers.

The text document should not contain the figures but rather are

submitted on separate pages at the end of the manuscript and should
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be in Tagged Image File Format (TIFF) at a minimum of 600 dpi

resolutions. Figure captions should be typed on a separate page,

not on the figures, and presented in the order in which they appear

in the text.

Since authors know best what they want to show in a figure, they

should crop their own figures, leaving only essential materials. If

necessary, figures can be rotated 90 degrees and printed sideways.

Photocopies of figures are not acceptable.

7. References. References cited in the text document must appear in

the reference list at the end of the article. Authors must check that

reference details are correct, complete, and in accord with the cita-

tions in the text. Authors are responsible for all information in their

reference list. The Publication Manual of the American Psychologi-

cal Association (APA) should be consulted in preparing the reference

list. In particular, use of its Fifth edition is highly preferred.

Submission of Manuscripts

Interested contributors must submit the following: (1) one clear printed

version of the manuscript, and (2) an electronic copy which may be sent as

e-mail attachment to cernresearch@cem-inc.org.ph or on a CD-RW

containing the appropriate files.

The electronic copy should follow the style guidelines indicated above

(with appropriately placed notes on where to insert the tables and figures

in the text). In particular, the following sections of the manuscripts should

be submitted as separate files: (1) the title of the article and the abstract,

(2) the main text, (3) tables, (4) figures, and (5) references. Appendices

are not encouraged but may be allowed if considered necessary to facilitate

understanding of the manuscript content. Moreover, authors should submit

their figures and tables as camera-ready copies, using a laser-printed

computer output, at the maximum dimensions given below.

Figure Dimension (in ern)

Paper Orientation Width Height

Portrait

Landscape

6.75 9.00

9.00 6.75
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The minimum acceptable height for a letter or number in a camera-

ready figure is about 3 mm or about 9 points. However, it is always better

to use larger characters since the Editor may decide to reduce a figure.

Author(s) will be notified in case there is a problem with the electronic

files. The printed version of the manuscript, CD-RW copy, and a cover

letter should be addressed to:

Corporate Communication Section

Center for Educational Measurement, Inc.

24th Floor, City land Pasong Tamo Tower

2210 Chino Roces Avenue, Makati City

The Editor will acknowledge receipt of all contributions. The review

process is greatly facilitated when manuscripts are submitted in the proper

form.

Editorial Procedures

All manuscripts undergo preliminary screening by the Editorial Staff.

They determine whether or not to reject the submission outright. If

manuscript fails to meet the Journal's technical and stylistic requirements,

it is returned to the author for revision before forwarding to at least two

Editorial Consultants for their review. Since the review process is blind,

articles sent for review are anonymous. Review is normally completed

within three months of the submission, and a comment sheet is provided to

facilitate the review. Reviewed manuscripts are generally returned to the

authors with specific comments from the Editorial Consultants. Authors

may be advised to resubmit their manuscripts to include editorial changes.

The Editor reserves the right to make editorial changes of non substantive

nature. Once the final version of the paper has been accepted, authors

cannot make further changes to the text. Proofs will be sent to the author( s)

if there is sufficient time to do so. These should be corrected and returned

to the Editor within seven (7) days to facilitate printing.

Copyright and Permissions

Obtaining necessary permissions for the use of published materials

(e.g., figures, tables, ete.) is the responsibility of the authors. These should

be properly cited in the list of references.
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Papers accepted become the copyright of the Journal, unless otherwise

specifically agreed, and may not be reproduced without the permission of

the Center for Educational Measurement, Inc.

Copies and Honoraria

Authors whose manuscripts are chosen for publication receive a modest

honorarium after the article is printed. Additionally, authors receive two

complimentary copies of the PJEM issue in which their article appears.

B. The CEM Standard

Description

The CEM Standard is a newsletter that aims to provide a forum for

documentation of experiences and best practices at the school and classroom

levels, which have direct application for teachers, guidance counselors,

and school administrators. The newsletter also addresses issues, questions,

and concerns about educational testing and assessment.

Article Content

Articles submitted in The CEM Standard may run from 15 to 50 pages

and may fall into the following categories:

1. Reflective Documentation. These are narratives or

documentation of experiences and/or best practices in the

school setting, which reflect the assumptions, importance, and

relationship of educational measurement in the teaching-

learning process or in school administration.

2. Essays. These are short articles that discuss new knowledge

or provide insight in the field of educational measurement.

Submission of Manuscripts and Editorial Procedures

The preparation, submission, and editorial procedures followed for

processing and reviewing a manuscript submitt for consideration to The

CEM Standard is essentially the same as for the PJEM. Thus, the review

process may also take up to three (3) months.
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